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Aloha Alliance,
The H awai ?i Dispensary Alliance is
pleased to bring you this Summer edition of
the H DA Industry Update.
It has been a relatively quiet summer as
we wait for the dispensaries to open. But
that does not mean that the industry is in
stasis. A lot has been happening behind the
scenes, and a lot more still needs to happen
with your help in the coming months. This
H DA Industry Update is your window into
the industry and your future call to action.
These pages contain something for
everyone: dispensaries, patients, ancillary
businesses, and physicians alike. We are
building an inclusive medical cannabis economy for H awai ?i, and we need you to make
it a success.
The H awai ?i Dispensary Alliance will be
here, providing information and answering
your questions, so let us know how we can
help.
A hui hou!
Christopher H . Garth
Executive Director

Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
808-351-8733

May/June 2017 Legislat ive
Act 230 Working Group Meet ing

Progress Report: Ongoing
Delays
The M ay/ June meeting of the Legislative
Working Group tasked with improving the laws
and regulations overseeing H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry came to a close on June 7,
2017. In the audience were over a dozen
members of the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance,
representing every aspect of the industry. The
Committee heard from O?ahu dispensary M anoa
Botanicals about their progress, plans, and
obstacles to development. The Department of
H ealth gave a brief update on the status of the
registry system and the dispensary system.
Co- Chair Representative Della Au Belatti
provided
a
brief
overview
of
the
legislation from the 2017 session. The Committee
approved its draft report to the legislature for
2017. The various subcommittees self- organized
to determine work directions for the summer;
and the meeting closed with audience questions
and
answers
expressing
the
public?s
growing concern about the increasing delays in
the program.

The meeting began with a brief introduction
of all of the committee members, including a few
new names. The list of participants at the meeting
and their affiliation include:

Present Panel Members
-

The University of H awai?i Public Policy
Center administers the operations of the working
group and posts all documents generated by and
for the committee to their website. If you would
like to sign up for the working group?s email list,
email your request to Act230wg@gmail.com.

-

This article will cover everything that
happened in the meeting in a detailed narrative,
much like a Q& A, organized according to the
meeting agenda. This meeting was not broadcast
on Olelo, but was simulcast on the legislatures
internal broadcast network on channel 192- 2.
Archives of the meeting should be available in the
future at capitol.hawaii.gov/ broadcasts.aspx. If
you have any questions about the meeting, or
about how to get involved, email us
at info@hawaiidispensaryalliance.org or find us
on Facebook.

-
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Representative Della Au Belatti, Co- Chair
Senator Rosalyn Baker, Co- Chair
Representative Joy San Buenaventura
Representative Cynthia Thielen
Scottina Ruis, M edical M arijuana Registry
Program Coordinator
Keith Ridley, H awai?i Department of
H ealth, Office of H ealthcare Assurance
Christopher Garth, Executive Director,
H awai?i Dispensary Alliance
Carl Bergquist, Drug Policy Forum
Wendy Gibson, M edical Cannabis
Coalition of H awai?i
M ichael Takano, Pono Life Sciences, M aui
CountyDispensary
Richard H a, Lau Ola, H awai?i County
Dispensary
Stacy Kracher, APRN / RX
Karen Kahikina, Department of
Transportation, Airports Division
Rob Lee ? Department of Transportation,
Airports Division
Patricia Wilson ? H PD
Jari Sugano ? Guardian of a Patient
Under 18

-

-

M ichael Contrades ? H awai?i Police
Department
John Paul Bingham ? CTAH R
Ally Park ? Clinical Laboratories H awaii
(Pending Certified Laboratory
Representative)
Thomas Wills, University of H awai?i
Cancer Center
Greg Yim, Doctor
Thayne Taylor ? H awai?i Dispensary
Alliance, Kaua?i

privacy, facilities, and testing. We do those all of
these and we will adhere to the highest standards.
We expect all participants in the industry to do
so. So we won?t repeat the same words of the
other presenters by sharing our approach to these
issues.
The Team
We?ve been working together for a while and
I am privileged to have put together a team of
thorough leaders to contribute to the dispensary
and the community.

The working group is administered by Dr.
Susan Chandler and the University of H awai?i
Public Policy Center, with assistance from Center
Director Collin M oore, Dr. M ichelle Ibanez, and
Joy Agner, policy assistant. A guest moderator
managed the M ay/ June meeting in place of Dr.
Chandler.

Brian Goldstein ? CEO
Sue Sisley ? M edical Director
Alan Gottlieb ? CFO
Greg Gilmartin ? Security and Compliance
M ichael Thorne ? H eady of Quality Assurance
James Lowe ? Cultivation M anager
Tanya Johnson ? Operations

The minutes from the December meeting were
approved overall. The minutes are available on
the Act 230 page.

Products
-

Dispensary Presentation:
Manoa Botanicals
The meeting began with a presentation from
M anoa Botancials, one of three O?ahu
dispensaries. Each of the dispensaries will be
presenting over the next few months to update
the Committee about their progress, their contact
with current patients, and any obstacles of
general application that they are facing.
M anoa Botanicals was represented by CEO Brian
Goldstein, who spoke on behalf of the
organization.

Flower
Oil
Wax
Shatter
Lozenges
Ointments
Topicals
Tinctures
Pills/ Capsules
N o Edibles
Consultative Approach

At M anoa, we understand that for many of
the people who walk into the dispensary it may
be the first time. It may also be a bit
overwhelming. We plan to bring a consultative
approach where we will work with our patients
to understand their conditions, recommend
strains and product forms, and trained staff will
recommend methods of titration and dosing.
This is a big job? building a new industry from
the ground up. Key participants include the
legislature, DOH , and H EALTH . There have
been significant challenges and it is taking longer
than we would like to see.

I?m going to spend a few minutes talking
about our company, our approach to the market,
and our team. Then I will talk about key
challenges and solutions the industry is facing.
Our mission is to improve the wellness of our
community thought a knowledgeable, caring
approach
backed
by
botanical
science.
Our vision is to drive social impact by redefining
cannabis as a natural choice for our
community? free from taboo.

-

There are a number of common denominators
across the industry: safety, security, compliance,
3

For the legislature ? H B 1488 helped the
patients with dispensary access and
conditions.

-

-

For DOH ? They have accomplished the
milestones of getting Biotrack online
and integrated with the patient registry.
For H EALTH ? An industry trade
association
for
all
eight
licensed
dispensaries. It was very challenging to
organize. We hired Kerry Komatsubara,
and we are working with all of the
relevant stakeholders.

come in two packages each. This hurts
costs and convenience of patients trying to
buy the medicine. We request that the
legislative working group eliminate the
100- milligram
requirement.
Bringing
H awai?i in line with every other state in
the nation.

Challenges Ahead

-

Vaporizing
Smoking is not the best form of ingesting
cannabis. Vaping is better, but not ideal.
But the WH O report said that it is the
most effective method of dosing for
neuropathic pain. Dispensaries can?t sell in
a form ready for
vaporizing? no
cartridges, empty or full. We can sell a
dispenser filled to 1/ 10th of a milliliter.
Then patients will get the rest of the
accessories at the head shop. This is not
likely, as fully loaded CBD and TH C
cartridges are already sold in larger
amounts on the black market. This is
not bringing patients into the light.
We recommend a change to the
administrative rules by eliminating the
prohibition on selling cartridges with oil.

-

Reciprocity
Reciprocity is key to a successful
dispensary program and critical to its
success. Thirty- two percent of O?ahu
visitors are from adult- use states. They
will help provide funding for State of
H awaii programs. But, most recreational
state visitors won?t have a medical
marijuana card. So qualified patients have
no option to participate in the reciprocity
program. The proposed solution is a
program that is convenient for qualified
visitors. This includes a surcharge
collected from dispensary sales to visitors
used to fund DOH medical marijuana
programs. Just allow patients to sign an
affidavit of a qualifying condition.
Otherwise, allow either a state- issued card
or a doctors letter.

I want to spend a few moments to
acknowledge that the goals of establishing the
program are to help the patients move from the
black and grey market into the light? lab- tested
medicine in a variety of product forms. To do
this, we must supply what patients need in
convenient product forms at an affordable price.
I am speaking on behalf of M anoa, not on behalf
of any others. A few challenges include cost,
vaporizing, and reciprocity.
-

Cost
In the enabling statute there are TH C
dosage limitations:
100mg for
a
multi- unit package, and 10 mg for single
doses. N o other state has such TH C
limitations. The practical implications of
this dosage limit for 1 milliliter (typical
size dose) at 80% concentration means just
800 M illigrams of TH C. This means we
can only sell 1/ 10 of your typical oil
cartridge. To buy a similar amount of
medicine as is commonly available on the
mainland, a patient would have to by 10.
And they must be in opaque labeled
packaging as well. This hurts costs. The
same is true for extracts. For instance, a
half- gram of resin or wax at 80%
concentration has 400 milligrams of TH C.
We can?t sale that. It's too small. We can
sell something twice or four times the size,
otherwise it is about the size of four pieces
of couscous. We can?t sell it in an extract
container, but in an opaque container. So
you have to buy four of our product to
equal one mainland product, and it will

Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
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Legislation will be required and we request
the Working Group recommend a surcharge on
sales of medical cannabis to visitors. Receipts
from those sales should go to the medical
marijuana program to fund education and
outreach activities.

the statute preventing dispensaries from selling
paraphernalia. There needs to be some sort of
education between the seller and consumer. Why
is that prevention in the rules and how do we fix
that?
A. Keith Ridley, DOH : To make the
administrative rules, we looked at the statute and
saw what the dispensaries were authorized to sell
and took it from there.

Thank you for the opportunity to share about
our team and approach to the market and the
challenges we see in the upcoming year.
Questions

Q. Rep. San Buenaventura: So they can only sell
X as listed in the statute?

Q. Greg Yim: Reciprocity? When would you like
to see reciprocity take place? When should it be
introduced or started?

A. Keith Ridley: Yes, we limited it to the statute.

A. Goldstein: The State has authority to start it
as of January 2018. That will require
administrative rules. We want that timeline and
request those rules be issued later this year.

Q. Rep. Belatti: Did DOH make that call as
regulators or did the Attorney General make the
call from their reading of the law?
A. Keith Ridley: It was done in collaboration. We
worked with the Attorney General on all of the
rules.

Q. Carl Bergquist: You mentioned edibles?
A. This is not a product form currently allowed.
Patients will buy in oil form and bake their own
products. We are currently in a vertically
integrated industry and it is a lot of work to
manufacture all of these product forms. All
dispensaries have their work cut out to get all of
product forms created. If the time comes and the
legislature deems it the right time to allow
edibles, we are getting certified as a commercial
kitchen, we will be ready. But we are working on
a current broad selection of products.

Q. Rep. Belatti: The statute doesn?t say
exclusively, and from legislative intent purposes,
there is flexibility. They can sell T- shirts if they
want, I don?t care, they should be allowed to do
that. We need more flexibility in the rules. Use
the attorneys and clearer eyes to look at the law.
Q. Rep. San Buenaventura: Sometimes when we
go to a pharmacist, we ask how to use products.
It is counter- intuitive if the dispensary is selling
product, and they know their product well, that
they can?t tell the consumer how to use that
product without proper paraphernalia. Can we
do this without a legislative session, maybe
suspend the rules to fix this? We are issuing lots
of new cards, I would rather they learn from the
dispenser how to use their product.

Q. Gregg Yim: Reciprocity? You mentioned
potential solutions. Do you see DOH as having a
role or can this be directly between physicians on
the mainland and the dispensaries?
A. The rules require DOH . Current rules require
a 329 card to enter the dispensary. We need rules
to allow visiting patients and others inside the
dispensaries.

A. M r. Ridley: Please figure out how to suspend
the administrative rule holding this up by
discussing it with the Attorney General.

Q. Rep. San Buenaventura: The question is
twofold to Ridley and M anoa Botanicals. When
enacting the initial law, I didn?t see anything in
5

Q. Rep. Belatti: There are legal principles to
allow this. Please talk with the Attorney General.

other state has those limitations. Instead, they
give instructions for use and presume patients
will follow the instructions.

A. Goldstein: N othing in the statute prohibits
dispensaries from selling paraphernalia or
T- shirts. It is a single rule in the admin rules that
prevents dispensaries from selling any product
that allows the product to be smoked or
vaporized. That is why and how people use
flower. It is why 70% of sales on mainland are
flower. It is an effective means of ingestion. What
the rules do is say buy your medicine here and
then go to a headshop or e- cig shop to fill your
vaping cartridge. It makes no sense. Patients
should be able to buy medicine and tools to
ingest in one safe place.

A. M ichael Takano: The rules already have a
way to govern those products. We have to submit
products to DOH for approval. What would be
constructive is a clear discussion of legislative
intent over practicability and have the
stakeholders have some common ground. The
current rule makes it take too long for products
to reach patients and much more expensive.
Q. M ichael Takano: Also, it is not as simple as
dispensaries advising people to go to headshop.
That is illegal. H eadshops can?t market products
as useful for marijuana. They are not a place to
go.

Q. Rep. Belatti: Knowing we have the TH C
limits, what are the products you are looking at
developing?

A. Carl Bergquist: Act 230 in the last session
included a carve- out for paraphernalia for
patients and for licensees. H eadshops can
produce and manufacture paraphernalia. We
decriminalized it for these purposes so that
patients can go to headshops right now. That is
legal. We have legislative intent that should be
brought to the AG for discussion of updating the
current rules.

A. Goldstein: We are planning on opening the
dispensary. We are targeting with the lab opening
this summer that we will open this fall. We will
open with flower first, then extracts in small
product forms, and then tinctures. Tinctures are
easier to manage, maybe mixed with M CT oil.
It's easier to manage the dosage. Still uses small
bottles, but easier to manage. And we?ll have
capsules? 10M g dosage is OK for capsules, but it
still shouldn?t be a limitation, but it's OK for
capsules. The reason there are limitations in
Colorado is to limit edibles. But dealing with
capsules, people are not going to eat too much. I
was just at the Patients Out of Time conference.
Some ailments requires 300 to 400 milligrams a
day. They need to buy in larger quantities. Our
limits don?t make sense.

DOH Monthly Update
After the Dispensary Presentation, DOH gave
a monthly update on the progress of its Registry
and Dispensary departments.
Patient Registry Program
Scottina Ruis: M ay 31st? 17,018 patients.
Over the last two months a 4.5% increase.
For 329 cards there has been no change in
turnaround. It is still about 10 business days.
Overtime for staff did end at the end of M arch,
and their was a new hire at the end of April. The
new staff and increased volume of applications
balanced each other out.

Q. Rep. Belatti: In the states without dosage
limits, what is the statutory language that
addresses TH C limits?
A. Goldstein: N o dosage limits, except on
edibles. Because it is easy to make a mistake and
because of the delayed affects. Think about
topicals? people are not going to overdose on
lotion. But we still have the 100mg limit. N o
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Dispensary Licensing Program

DOH Newsletter

Keith Ridley: I?ve distributed what I?ll be
providing and some attachments. VIEW IN
FULL.

The third edition of the DOH M edical
M arijuana Update was posted. The newsletter is
available here.

1. M EDICAL CAN N ABIS DISPEN SARY
STATUS:
in terms of production and
retail centers, inspections, and the licensing of
each location and a brief summary of what goes
into each of these different inspections. It gives
you a brief description of what takes place.

Dispensary Status
This is a summary of the dispensaries and
where they are at on their production centers and
retail locations. Inspections 1, 2, and 3 show
what takes place at particular times. There are
three inspection types for production centers:

2.
STATUS
REPORT
ON
LAB
CERTIFICATION ? AM ERICAN S FOR SAFE
ACCESS REPORT: Americans for Safe Access is
an independent third- party source. Their mission
is to remove barriers to access. We are proud that
H awaii received a B. We are ranked 5th highest
in the nation. We are on track to become one of
the best programs in the country if we continue
in timely implementation. This is an entire effort,
beginning with the legislature and the
dispensaries and labs. We appreciate everyone?s
involvement in H awai?i achieving a B grade.
Grades ranged from B+ to F- . The highest grade
was a B+ with Illinois. We were just a little
behind them. We will look at states that are
ahead of us to see what they did better and we?ll
see how we can be better. If we can change and
make DOH decisions in areas maybe absent from
the statue we will do that.

1. Does it meet zoning requirements?
2. For production centers, has the dispensary
complied with all requirements to begin growing?

The report used a point system for
five criteria. The complete report is available on
the internet. It is a large document so be careful
with the printing. (Editor?s Note: The ASA
Report was first publicized by the H awai?i
Dispensary Alliance and Pacific Business News
back in M arch 2017 with a much more detailed
and sobering review of the findings. This
information was also made available in our
testimony submitted to the legislature in
opposition to further regulations restricting the
growth of the industry contained in H B
1488. Click here to access the full ASA report.

3. For manufacturing beyond the selling of
dried flower, do those processes and equipment
meet safety, residual, and disposal requirements?
There are also three inspection types for retail
locations:
1. Does it meet zoning requirements?
2. Do the physical plants meet regulatory
requirements?
3. Finally, prior to sales, are all external
connections with Biotrac, the registry, and the lab
interface working?
These inspections date back to the last
calendar year and they are continuing.
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certification? this is an independent certification.
Lab 1, there will be an onsite visit by ISO for
their medals around July 4. Lab 2, their onsite
just took place. For Lab 3, they?ve applied for
ISO certification and are awaiting an onsite date.
As far as DOH onsite visits. Lab 1, we conducted
an onsite visit. If their validation studies look
good, they will be the earliest approvals. Lab 2
requested onsite from DOH on June 15. Lab 3
has requested early/ mid July for the onsite visit.
Additional comments are in the packet, who the
ISO accreditor is and what they?ve done. In terms
of files and documentation that has been
provided by the labs, that runs to hundreds and
thousands of pages of documentation, including
the number of validation studies submitted.

Notice to Proceed to Cultivate
Four licensees can cultivate. One more, on
Kaua?i, is pending one piece of documentation,
then we?ll have five. Some of the dispensaries
have
also
been
working
on
their
second production center. Z oning is pretty easy,
typically on the same property. I also want to
point out for M anoa Botanicals, that we will be
conducting the announced inspection of your
second production center later this month.
Retail Locations
Retail locations? same outline. You can see
the dates where we have conducted inspections.
Laboratory Certification Status
As of this meeting, here is where the labs are
in the certification process beginning with when
the application was submitted and what
validation studies have been provided to us to
date. This information can and will change, but
it is where we are right now. For the validation
studies, as part of DOH certification, there are a
number of certifications: TH C, heavymetals,
microbial, etc.

Questions
Q. Sen. Baker: There are three labs and four
counties. Do the labs have more than one
location?
A. Ridley: I?m not sure.
Q. Sen. Baker: If there are three labs without
multiple locations, then one county is without a
lab. But two counties are without a lab as it
stands because two labs are on O?ahu. Someone
will have to transport.
A. Ridley: That is correct. Transportation is
obviously a critical component, and we are
working with our Deputy Attorney General to
look at protocols for how that can be
accomplished. Whether it is the laboratory or
dispensary personnel, or in the mail (similar to
law enforcement samples for testing).
Q. Sen. Baker: I need to make sure that the
transportation issue doesn?t hold up dispensaries
for lack of lab access. That would disadvantage
the patients.

Looking across labs 1, 2, 3 and what has been
submitted so far, Lab 1 says we will receive some
validation studies this week. Lab 2, last week and
this week they provided some validation studies,
the TH C and chemical profiles this week. Lab 3,
you can see when their data packages were
submitted and approvals given. As far as ISO

A. Ridley: I agree.
Q. Greg Yim: Do we know which lab is for
which county?
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A. Ridley: I?ll provide that. The labs have asked
us to do the onsite inspections. We have our own
internal deadlines to finish those protocols.
Q. Rep. Belatti: Asking without a scientific
background, but no validation studies have been
submitted for pesticides or solvents, is that going
to be a problem?
A. Ridley: The labs said they would, but they are
providing validation studies incrementally. I don?t
have that information yet.
Q. Sen. Baker: Some of the extraction is being
done without a solvent, with CO2. If that is the
case, do the dispensaries still have to test for
solvents?
they will be able to receive a waiver. But right
now there is no other way to evaluate without
the testing.

A. Ridley: One of the things we?ll be looking at
through inspections is that if dispensaries don?t
use pesticides or solvents, we?ll be able to provide
a waiver.

Computer Software Tracking System
Keith Ridley: We have integrated the system
with the patient registry. Integration and testing
and training was completed in M ay. We are still
testing and devising testing scenarios. We?ll stress
test in the near future too.

Q. Rep Belatti: Is that memorialized in best
practices for the industry?
A. M ichael Takano: N o. That was an idea from
the lab subcommittee of this working group.
DOH is tasked with regulating Standards of
Procedure and if they are consistent to help
streamline testing, but there is no external data or
best practices.

Question
Q. Wendy Gibson: What about laboratory
testing protocols in the tracking system?
A. Keith Ridley: Yes, the laboratories have been
integrated.

Q. Wendy Gibson: We adopted the Oregon
standards for pesticide testing? H ow many
pesticides? H ow does that effect cost?

Q. Carl Bergquist: Reciprocity? has there been
progress on the protocol based on the statute?
Regarding the registry numbers, are those new
patients registering plants, or are some just
waiting for the dispensaries.

A. Ridley: We adopted Oregon?s standards and
made adjustments after talking to Oregon. In
terms of numbers, it's mid- 50s? 56 total
pesticides.

A. Scottina Ruis: We don?t track whether
patients are registering plants or just themselves.

Q. Wendy Gibson: Why is it necessary to test if
dispensaries are not using those pesticides?

A. Keith Ridley: We do capture the data, but
don?t track it.

A. Ridley: If the dispensaries are not using, then
9

Q. Rep. Belatti: H ave their been any internal
DOH discussions about the registry and visitors?

Q. Carl Bergquist: I want to quickly congratulate
Keith and others here on the B grade. N ot sure if
it looks at implementation. In other states, the
time to opening of dispensaries takes 13 months
to three years. Once they start to open, once we
have time, we need to evaluate our own progress.
Was the statute created with an inaccurate
timeline or other mistakes? Or did DOH make
mistakes in the implementation? Is it the labs
fault, or otherwise? As a working group, other
states will look to us, what can we learn from
our own progress?

A. Ridley: N o.
Q. Rep. Belatti: That is a bottleneck and a
potential market for the dispensaries. Please look
at that.
A. Ridley: In terms of reciprocity it is a
complicated issues. Which laws apply? the home
state or the host state?
Q. Sen. Baker: The states that are recreational
don?t have the same requirements that we have.
That is the rub if people come in looking for one
product because they think it is legal. I hope that
you will put out the ?Good N eighbor Flyer?
#8? provide it to transient accommodations,
condos, and other places. And I know the front
desks at those place get those questions all the
time. Under the Clean Air Act, visitors can?t
smoke anything if in a rental or blanket
non- smoking area. There is no smoking in
certain rentals under the Clean Air Act.

2017 Legislation Report
Rep. Belatti provided a very brief description of
three active bills awaiting the Governor?s
signature.
-

H B 1488 ? Omnibus (now signed).
SB 786 ? Changing the term ?marijuana?
to ?cannabis.?
H B 1501 (sponsored by Rep. Joy San
Buenaventura)
?
Decriminalizing
paraphernalia.

(H ere is the H DA list of proposed bills in the
2017 session).

A. Scottina Ruis: The Good N eighbor Flyer is
posted online. But there is no other mechanism to
get it out to those parties. We had an educational
piece last year, but nothing since then.

Questions
Q. Ally Park: We have locations on all the
islands. If a dispensary delivers to a lab location,
can it shuffle between labs?

Q. Brian Goldstein: DOH takes the position that
the registry has to register visitors? that will be a
failure of the program. In N evada, bring in a
card, sign an affidavit, and then the visitor can
buy. This won?t happen in your department.
That is a recipe for a failed program.

A. Rep. Belatti: That is a protocol that can be
sorted out. The language is broad enough. There
is not a prohibition.
A. Rep. San Buenaventura: As long as it is under
the corporate umbrella it could work.

A. Scottina Ruis: Right now regulation through
the registry is regulated in the statute. We need to
discuss that as far as that process works. We
don?t want to be unfair to our own population.
But we need to be respectful of the visitors. Our
current registry won?t work from a timing
perspective for patient visitors.

Working Group Discussion of Subcommittees
Rep. Belatti: We are looking at the next six
months for this Working Group. In December,
we need to finalize and report on our
recommendations. Pursuant to H B 1488, DOH
will report back to us on alternative computer
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tracking systems. By N ovember, we will have a
more formal report from DOH . We will have to
discuss the recommendations in N ovember. So
Subcommittees have time to work from July
through October.

community. San Buenaventura will take on that
issue.
So the five subcommittees will be:
-

What we need to do is identify those
subcommittees
that
we
have
firm
recommendations on. This is our subcommittee
topics we discussed already. We need to identify
four to five subcommittees that we want to work
on. Break- out, talk about issues, talk about
resources to incorporate, and come up with
meeting times to create a work plan. July through
October will be when the subcommittees are
really working, chewing through information,
and bringing back recommendations to the larger
group. September/ October will be the time to
work
through
the
recommendations.
We will do draft recommendations, circulate, and
then
vote
on
whether
to
approve
recommendations in N ovember.

Education ? Stacy Kracher
Patients ? Carl Bergquist
Products ? M ichael Takano
Reciprocity ? Rep. Belatti
Dispensary License Issues ?
Buenaventura

Rep. San

(Editor?s N ote: The Working Group split- up
for approximately 15 minutes to discuss first
steps for each Committee. The results will be
compiled by the Chairs and publicized at the next
meeting).

Questions
Q. Greg Yim: Is this list organized by priority? If
so, then I suggest we reconsider reciprocity and
the order of consideration of these issues?
A. Rep. Belatti: Reciprocity should be moved up
in priority.

Public Input

Q. Rep. Belatti: Sen. Baker will be interested in
products. That should be moved up to #2.

The floor
comments.

Q.
Greg
Yim:
Any
requirements or
recommendation for how many subcommittees
that working group members may serve on?

was then opened for

public

Q. Paul Klink, H onolulu Wellness Center:
Announcement? we will be offering our first
public educational workshop for attendees over
21. We have a nationally known speaker on
hydroponic, indoor growing, scentless growing,
tinctures, and vapes for patients. We just
completed a new theater with over 60 seats. Our
priorities are patients, caretakers, the public and
stakeholders who are welcome to join us. The
event starts June 15. Check out our website. We
are prepared to expand the times depending on
the response. Right now, be at N auru Tower, 4th
floor, June 15, from 6: 00 pm to 8: 00 pm.

A. Rep. Belatti ? N o. You can be on as many
subcommittees as you want. But for today, just
one.
Q.
Rep.
Belatti:
Recommendation
#13? dispensary license issues should be a higher
priority. We need to tackle questions of new
licenses and horizontal/ vertical organization of
the industry. That issue is emerging from the
11

Q. Terry: I am concerned about two things. 1.
Dosages? I have a friend with a stroke. She
worked up to 400mg per day, and there is no
longer any damage from the stroke. In Canada, it
is no problem to go to the dispensary and get
that medicine. She?s tried all types of delivery
methods. There needs to be a place for that here.
Legislators don?t need to legislate the dosages. 2.
Interisland Transport? We keep talking about
testing. Patients want to test their product, too.
Interisland transport for purposes of testing is
important, too. As soon as the labs are
authorized, I want to be able to test my stuff
wherever I am at.

A. Sen. Baker: H ave their not been these
conversations? I?m not talking about just today.

Q.
N athaniel
Kinney: Question
on
consumption? every jurisdiction has a problem
with selling medicine and then the location of
consumption. When you are talking about
reciprocity, where are they going to be
consuming this medicine? In a condo hotel with
no smoking? Where are the patients allowed to
consume? We need to deal with this issue now.

A. Sen. Baker: There is only so much protection
the state can afford. N ot dollarwise, but to
enable. So it is an issue.

A. Keith Ridley: DOH has met twice with all of
the labs. There has been some discussion, but it
was more for orientation and training.
A. Sen. Baker: We need these conversations now
to avoid having to fix these things on the back
end.
A. Kerry Komatsubara, H EALTH : We?d like to
invite our people too: Dispensaries, State, and
Private Lab people.
A. Ally Park, Clinical Laboratories: We?ve been
told what we can?t do, but not what we can do.
There is nebulousness about transporting.

A. Sen. Baker: Right now it is only private
property, in the privacy of your home.
Q. N athaniel Kinney: So the privacy of Airbnb?
Where?
A. Rep Belatti: Right now, only in a private
residence.
A. Sen. Baker: I don?t care about visitors, only
about patients that need that medicine. From the
perspective of a H awai?i policymaker, my folks
are those who are here and need the medicine
here.
Q.
M ichael
Rollins, PharmLabs
H awaii:
Interisland
transportation? I
want
more
discussion on this topic. Labs should be more
involved in this discussion. I?ve heard third- hand
about regulations, but the labs can provide
insight into how those regulations could affect
the tests. We are not getting enough
communication prior to DOH moving forward
with the regulations.

Q. M ichael Rollins, PharmLabs H awaii: There is
also an over concern with the amount being
shipped interisland for testing. It is only very
small amounts. Alaska just passed a law that
survived federal oversight for transportation by
air of 50 pounds at a time. And here we are only
talking about grams at a time. We should be able
to find a solution.
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Q. Anonymous: Can you elaborate on raising the
patient?s plant count.

your opportunity to guide our hand.
We want to know what you think! Email
us at info@hawaiidispensaryalliance.org if you
have any suggestions or comments, find us on
Facebook, Contact Us through our website, or
give us a call anytime. You are invited to be as
broad or specific with your submissions as
possible.

A. Rep. Belatti: It will be raised to 10 per patient
effective July 1, 2017 when the Governor signs
the law.
A. Sen. Baker: DOH has received no feedback
from the Governor on issues with this bill [H B
1488] going forward. It is likely to be signed.
A. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: H B 1501 is in
danger of being vetoed. This is especially serious
for
the
dispensaries.
It
decriminalizes
paraphernalia. Please write the governor to not
veto it. I?ve been on the Public Safety Committee,
almost half of the issues were pre- conviction
arrests. N o bail. N ot having this bill will have a
chilling effect. Please support H B 1501, request
no veto from the Governor.

M ahalo nui for your continued support as
we build a better future for H awai?i?s
legitimate medical cannabis industry! It is the
Alliance?s mission to provide up- to- date and
relevant industry information to the patients,
dispensary applicants, and related businesses
of H awai?i?s growing medicinal cannabis
industry. If you are not yet an Alliance
member, join today to receive the H DA
Industry Update every month and to take an
active role in the future of H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry. Contact us today and
we'll send you the Winter 2017 edition of the
H DA Industry Update absolutely free to say
thank you for your interest.

Announcements
To
get
on
the
email
list,
go
to Act230wg@gmail.com. All updates are also
posted to the Act 230 website.
The next meeting will likely occur on July
19th, from 2: 00 to 4: 00 pm. Details to come.
H awaiian Ethos will likely be presenting at the
next meeting, followed by Cure Oahu as the
remaining two dispensaries.
Adjournment.

Now It 's Your Turn!
The Alliance has a role on the Committee
and access to each of the subcommittees ?
Products,
Education,
Patients,
and
Laboratories. We need your thoughts,
comments for any and all committee priorities
that you would like to see action or
deliberation on. What did we miss? What do
you
think
we
should
emphasize?
The Legislative Oversight Committee will
generate the successful legislative progress the
industry needs in the coming years, and this is
13
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Bill Jarvis on Next St eps in an
Evolving Indust ry
What is your impression of the dispensary
license application process?
It was long, expensive, and I think missed
the mark a bit in terms of valuing the success
drivers and selection criteria for the industry
and eventual licensees. As an example, the
weighting of categories was a bit arbitrary and
didn?t necessarily lend itself well to long- term
success. Picking your seed- to- sale software
shouldn?t result in the same points being
awarded as the merits of decades of leadership
experience
and
building
high- growth
companies. I think having discussions with,
and seeking input from people who pick
successful companies for a living (venture
capitalists and investment bankers) may have
been a worthwhile pursuit.

Bill Jarvis is the Chairman of
Hawaii Medical College and
CEO of holding company Koloa
Ventures. His past positions
include CEO of Pono Wellness,
founder and CEO of $70 million
cellular service provider Mobi
PCS, and regional president of
Nextel Communications. Jarvis
has spent his career in senior
level positions in companies
with a challenger brand
mentality.

H DA: What attracted you to H awai?i?s
medical cannabis industry and why did you
apply for one of the initial eight dispensary
licenses?

H ave you stayed active in the industry
since the application process?
I have stayed somewhat active in the
category and continue to pursue worthwhile
opportunities. I am a member of the
Governor?s oversight committee for the
industry here in H awai?i, which has been a
valuable endeavor. I?m also currently talking
to Asian investors about a large- scale
California operation, and am pursuing a
Board of Directors position with a private
equity firm in Colorado.

Jarvis: I?d done a fair amount of research
on the category and the health benefits
intrigued me. This is a very misunderstood
drug and the health benefits are astounding.
Another driver was my desire to be a part of
an industry that can do so much good, but
that was perceived as doing much
harm? Western medicine. While highly
effective in certain situations, is really quite
good, but I don?t believe it is the only
solution. Finally, as I learned more about the
approach and hypocrisy of the federal
government I became infuriated, and I wanted
to help change the thinking. I?ve always been
a change agent and wanted to be a material
part of elevating the local and national
conversation to a fact- based and ?cards face
up? approach.

I can?t really see myself in an ancillary
business. I?ve spent 30 years in vertically
integrated, highly regulated, high growth
industries, and in my heart of hearts, I believe
my skills are best used in similar ventures.
As the first runner- up amongst 32
applicants on O?ahu, my intentions are pretty
clear about making a run at a license once
they come open. That being said, time is a
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precious commodity in life. Waiting for the
opportunity here in H awai?i could be a fool?s
errand given the current reluctance to offer
more licenses and patient choices.

As to DOH and legislators, I can
understand the reflexive reaction of not
wanting to add more licenses due to the
enormity of the initial task (launching the
category), but the practical reality is that
operations of a second round of licensees
would be at least two years away, and there is
plenty of time to evaluate and evolve current
practices. Ultimately, I believe the question
needs to be framed in the context of what is
best for the patient and the public, and I
struggle to see how we are accomplishing that
with a moratorium on new licenses. I think
this issue has to boil down to two major
considerations: how can we conveniently
deliver high- quality and low- cost medicine in
abundance to patients and how do we drive
the black market out of business in H awai?i?
A practice of narrow licensing to a few select
groups will not accomplish either of these
objectives.

What is your perspective on the roll out of
the dispensary program?
It?s in pretty rough shape, and yet in some
ways, unavoidable. There is a painful
intersection of government, regulation and
business, and they don?t always make good
bedfellows. Our Department of H ealth, as
mandated by law, is trying to provide the
required oversight, but asking them to behave
like entrepreneurs is a bit like asking
entrepreneurs to behave like regulators. It?s a
tall order and not how they are designed to
operate. I also think they are short- staffed,
potentially underfunded, and being asked to
venture in to a mode of operation that is not
really typical for most government entities. On
the dispensary side, many are bleeding cash
due to the delays. The process could have
been executed in a more collaborative fashion
and taken advantage of industry best
practices.

As a successful business executive, in what
ways can the state improve on the current
medical cannabis dispensary program?
I think that at times, fear is guiding
decisions a bit more than reality might dictate.
Understanding that medical cannabis is a
more effective medication for many patients,
particularly when viewed from a ?lesser harm?
perspective, would be a helpful grounding in
both policy and execution. Other medications
show much higher addiction rates and lower
efficacy in many cases.

Why do you think the Department of
H ealth, current dispensary license holders and
some legislators would want to impose a
year- long delay on opening up the program
to any new dispensary applicants?
I?m not sure I can add much wisdom about
the desire of dispensary owners to support a
delay in new applicants, but I?d be hard
pressed to believe the delay will best serve
patients. Any business owner wants to pull the
drawbridge up over the moat once they are in
the castle, but I do believe patients will be
hurt. The licenses issued are extremely
exclusive and dispensaries will fight hard to
protect their interests. H istory consistently
shows that monopolies, duopolies and
triopolies, however well intentioned, rarely
serve customers?, or in this case, patients? best
interest.

I mentioned earlier about applying more
appropriate weighting to certain categories in
the licensee selection process may lead to
better long term outcomes. I also firmly
believe appointing more licensees, letting
patients vote with their dollars, and sound
management of license holders should
determine success more than protectionist
policies like limiting licenses. Banking is
another huge issue and some creative thinking
is needed outside of using federally regulated
banking. I also think that the application of
15
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best practice analysis and implementation can
speed up the rollout and take the financial
pressure off of license holders. Finally, I
believe that we are trying to create a perfect
system that will not have faults, which is
impractical. We need an orientation toward
?perfect enough,? which doesn?t imply
complacency or apathy, merely practicality,
and have confidence that we are creating a
better reality for patients.

As chairman of the H awai?i M edical
Institute, do you plan to incorporate medical
cannabis education into the services offered?

H ave you researched dispensary programs
in other states and can you give any examples
of success that may apply to the industry in
H awai?i?

On the investor front, is the Trump
Administration cause for alarm or concern in
the national cannabis industry?

I think every state has it pros and cons.
Further, every country offers different
perspectives. Israel is doing some of the best
research in the world right now. I struggle
when I hear people say that not enough
research has been done on the efficacy of
medical cannabis. In many cases, that?s just
not true.
In general, I favor a best practices
approach and think we should emphasize
using best practices as a means to accelerate
the program. Despite it?s reputation,
California has implemented some of the best
patients? rights programs in the country.
Colorado has made access plentiful for
patients. Illinois has great product safety
protections. Oregon had developed strong
privacy protection for patients, and delivery in
general, is a good model for infirmed patients.
M any states offer broader ingestion methods
and I think we are missing the mark in
narrowing the range of options. There is not a
single state that has it perfect, but many are
doing a very good job within a complex
industry.

As H awai?i?s largest medically focused
career college, we?ve had the discussion. It
may become a part of the curriculum in time,
but the current number of licenses granted
does not make for a very viable opportunity.
There simply aren?t enough people who need
the training.

I think the Trump Administration is cause
for alarm on many fronts, but I will try to
harness my comments specifically toward the
medical cannabis industry! By his nature and
deeds, he has shown himself to be a highly
unpredictable force and that is inherently bad
for business, regardless of the industry.
Businesses and investors like predictability and
government policy they can count on. Relative
to medical cannabis, he is showing signs that
he may be willing to move more in line with a
?states rights? position, but again, his rationale
or validation of position isn?t grounded in
fundamental principles or beliefs, which
makes the crystal ball cloudy. At the core
however, Trump wants to promote jobs, and
likely knows deep down that unwinding the
industry would be nearly impossible and
unproductive at this stage.
What is your vision for the medical
cannabis industry in H awai?i?
I?d prefer to think in simple rather than
grandiose concepts here. I?d like to see an
industry that safely delivers affordable,
effective cannabis to patients in need, free
from stigma and misinformation, in ways that
patients prefer to purchase and consume the
medicine.
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Dr. Norm Goody on t he 2017
Hawaii Cannabis Expo

Dr. Norman Goody is board
certified in anesthesiology,
pain medicine, and addiction
medicine, and is affiliated
with Kona Community
Hospital in Kailua Kona,
Hawai?i. He shares his
expertise to provide medical,
scientific, and
evidence-based guidance in
the emerging field of medical
cannabis. He received his
medical degree from Baylor
College of Medicine and has
been in practice for more
than 20 years.

all fun and interesting, I was there to attend a
day- long educational conference for medical
professionals. One lecture was focused on
information for those new to the topic of
medical cannabis, while other lectures went
into more detailed, practical knowledge.
There were also some ?basic science? lectures,
which were a little dry and hard to follow for
the non- medical professionals attending, but
they included some of the latest research from
Spain on treating cancer cells in the lab with
cannabis.

In
February
2017,
the
H awaii
Cannabis Expo took place over three days at
the N eal S. Blaisdell Exhibition H all in
H onolulu. The majority of activity centered
around vendor booths, representing a vast
cross- section of cannabis culture. M any of
the vendors were selling cannabis- related
products, such as stash boxes and
paraphernalia. Some vendors offered more
up- ticket items to the ?engaged enthusiast,?
such as hydroponics equipment, fertilizers,
and grow lights. There were also a few
vendors with some very high- dollar items,
presumably
directed
at
the
future
dispensaries, such as extraction equipment to
make concentrates, testing equipment, and
high- volume processing equipment. Of
course, there were also hemp- derived foods,
CBD products, and T- shirts, as well as
tattoos, lap dances, and even veggie slicers.

I attended the first cannabis expo one year
earlier, which was a significantly smaller
event. H owever, even a year later, the state of
medical cannabis in H awai?i still remains
mostly unchanged. Last year, there were a
few equipment manufacturers present as well
as some canna- business consultants, and
some other established cannabis industry
vendors. This may have been because that
first expo took place not long after the DOH
announced its plan to license medical
dispensaries and the upcoming ?competition?
to select the initial eight licensees. For a small
but excited group at that event, the green
rush was finally coming to H awai?i. The

In a conference room there were lectures
open to the general public on topics that
varied from cannabis and cancer research to
how to make cannabis butter. While that was
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couldn?t just be a caretaker and grow and sell
to strangers. It was explained to him that a
registered caregiver can only grow for only a
single patient and that the only place a
patient could legally purchase cannabis
would be from a dispensary (once one opens,
of course). N ow, you can?t necessarily blame
him for being confused when there was quite
a mixed message being presented from the
vendors that were trying to sell him seeds,
grow lights, hydroponic supplies, smoking
paraphernalia, and other items that might be
associated with the growth, preparation and
distribution of cannabis. Certainly, no one
was explicitly telling him that, other than as a
certified patient or one- on- one caregiver,
only the dispensaries would be allowed grow
and sell, either.

mood was optimistic and most everybody,
including myself, seemed to be figuring out
where they could fit in and how to get
involved in the process. Almost every detail
was still up in the air and it felt a bit like a
land grab. H owever, having a medical
cannabis industry in H awai?i which would
look like those in California or Colorado,
was still mostly a pipe dream. That first expo
was clearly more about cannabis culture than
medical care, and the overall vibe was a bit
more akin to a reggae concert.

So, what did I see at this year?s expo? I?d
say that we still have a long way to go from
this ?420 culture,? before cannabis will be
taken as something other than an intoxicant.
I did notice this year many more people
looked like they were patients rather than
Deadheads. N evertheless, trucker hats and
T- shirts with
cannabis leaves were
ubiquitous and there were quite a few booths
selling glassware.
Some of the dispensary folks were there,
but most didn?t see any point in spending
money for a booth since, at that point, none
were permitted to grow, let alone sell.
Certainly, the folks from the H awaii
Dispensary Alliance (H DA), the Drug Policy
Forum and the M edical Cannabis Coalition
were thrilled at the large turn- out and it was
truly good to see the increase in advocacy
and interest, whether for medical or
recreational use. H owever, for many
healthcare providers and others involved in
H awai?i?s medical cannabis industry, the
mood I sensed was one of frustration over the
long, drawn out process of creating the
medical cannabis industry. The general

After observing and interacting with
numerous attendees at this year?s expo, one
thing that really surprised me was just how
many of attendees, many of whom freely
admitted to being chronic users, had very
little understanding of the legal issues related
to cannabis in H awai?i. Culturally, I think
there is certainly a subset of the population
that has been around it their whole lives and
simply take it for granted, regardless of the
legality. One person appeared to have no idea
(or perhaps, concern) that it is illegal to sell
marijuana, even if it is intended for medical
use. H e also didn?t understand that he
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consensus was that things are moving too
slowly and there are still too many details
that have yet to be worked out. Therefore, it
remains difficult, or even impossible, to make
business plans with so many unknowns.

user,? and therefore familiar with the
product. That method may work for some
business models, (?I'm not only the H air Club
president, but I'm also a client."), but unless
medical professionals take this seriously, it
will remain difficult to gain legitimacy. If the
supposed experts and leaders are perceived as
having a wink- wink approach to medical
certification, then that will just give those
who are already against medical cannabis,
decriminalization, or legalization, more of a
reason to fight the progress we are slowly,
begrudgingly making.

Although very few of the dispensaries
were officially represented, there was quite a
showing of medical providers and clinics
vying for the business of certifying potential
patients. I suppose it speaks to the diversity of
our patients, but I found it interesting that
some of these providers looked like
traditional health care providers (aloha shirt,
a lab coat or even a coat and tie), while a few
looked like they might be extras from a
Cheech and Chong movie, which I believe are
not doing the field of medical cannabis any
favors. I actually heard one of these
individuals claim that
their
primary
qualification for being a medical cannabis
certifier was that they were a ?long time

In the next issue, I will share some of the
clinical information I learned at the medical
conference, as well as some of the exciting
research that was presented.
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LEGISLATOR REPORT CARD 2017
Friend or foe? For or against? The Haw ai?i Dispensary Alliance
evaluates legislators w ho voted on medical cannabis legislation
in the 29th Legislative Session
Aside from a few legislators who did all
they could to promote the medical cannabis
industry during this legislative session, the
H DA is not happy with the outcome from the
2017 session and you should not be either.

Despite its inclination to leave the industry
alone, with the passage of H B 1488, the
Legislature actively stymied the industry by
adding a one- year moratorium on accepting
new dispensary license applications, of which
22 are still potentially available. As a result
patients will be doing a lot more waiting as
only a few of the eight dispensary licensees
will even try to open before the end of 2017.

Check out this list of legislators and see
how they voted and their attitudes toward
cannabis and the industry. Support those that
are fighting to grow the industry, and take
note of status quo voters and nay- sayers. Let
them know their constituents want a
legitimate cannabis industry where safe and
effective medicine is easily available to all
patient communities across the state. Use this
as your single- issue voting guide next
election.

H ere are the legislators who voted in
committee on cannabis- related legislation,
and other noteworthy legislators.

House of Representatives
Della Au Belatti (D)
Vice Speaker
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 402
808.586.9425

When it comes to cannabis, the 29th
legislature accomplished very little toward
supporting and growing H awai?i?s fledgling
medical cannabis industry. This past session
there were 33 bills on the docket between the
H ouse and Senate relating to cannabis and
hemp. Of those, three bills passed: H B 1488,
SB 174, and H B 1501. In these bills,
marijuana will now be referred to as
cannabis, a couple more qualifying conditions
were added, and that is where progress
stalled out.

District 24: M akiki,
Tantalus, Papakolea,
M cCully, Pawaa,
M anoa

Committees: H ealth
(Former Chair), H uman Services, Judiciary
repbelatti@Capitol.hawaii.gov

At the beginning of the session, Governor
Ige cast an unfavorable tone toward medical
cannabis, saying he would not even look at
cannabis legislation. Without leadership, most
legislators followed suit and opted for the
short- sided and conservative status quo
position of ?let?s just wait and see.?

Rep. Belatti was not approachable
throughout the session and ultimately
unwilling to recognize the value in expanding
the license population or engaging in
conversation to encourage further growth
and diversity in the industry, whether for
licenses or to support ancillary businesses. On
20

rephar@Capitol.hawaii.gov

the other hand, she used her vote and chair
position to make sure the bills got passed, but
also to make sure that many sensible
amendments on qualifying conditions, the
addition of new licenses, the opportunity to
expand the number of licenses, and
encouragement of growth within the
Department of H ealth for the medical
dispensary program were not entertained.

She voted in opposition to the chair, not
the bill, because she?s on a different team.
She?s a friend, but barely. She thinks that
there hasn?t been enough to ensure that there
won?t be a negative impact on kids. Another
status quo, wait- and- see mindset.
Dee M orikawa (D)
M ajority Floor Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 442
808.586.6280

While Rep. Belatti did push DOH to move
forward with the implementation of the
current program, she was unable to facilitate
the growth of the industry.

District 16: N iihau,
Lehua, Koloa, Waimea

Bertrand Kobayashi
(D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 403
808.586.6310

Committees: H uman
Services, H ealth,
Judiciary
repmorikawa@Capitol.hawaii.gov

District 19: Waialae,
Kahala, Diamond
H ead, Kaimuki,
Kapahulu

Silent on the issue? a token yes vote.
M arcus Oshiro (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 424
808.586.6700

Committees: H ealth
(Vice Chair), H uman Services, Finance,
Legislative M anagement
repkobayashi@Capitol.hawaii.gov

District 46: Wahiawa,
Whitmore Village

H e understands the need for cannabis and
the position that cannabis is an effective
medical tool, but his hesitancy to help with
the industry's expansion was palpable. H e
always voted with reservation. Right now he
is of the status quo, wait- and- see mindset.

Committees: H ealth,
H uman Services,
Judiciary
repmoshiro@Capitol.hawaii.gov
Generally, an opponent of the industry.

Sharon H ar (D) H awaii
State Capitol,
Room 418
808.586.8500

Andria Tupola (R)
M inority Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 317
808.586.8465

District 42: Kapolei,
M akakilo

District 43: Ewa
Villages, Kalaeloa,
H onokai H ale,
N anakai Gardens, Ko
Olina, Kahe Point,

Committees: Education,
H ealth, H igher
Education, H uman
Services
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N anakuli, Lualualei, M aili

Tom Brower (D) H awaii
State Capitol, Room 315
808.586.8520

Committees: Finance, H ealth, H uman
Services
reptupola@Capitol.hawaii.gov

District 22: Waikiki, Ala
M oana

She is in the same camp as Rep. H ar? a
status quo- voter.

Committees: H ousing,
Judiciary, Transportation

Scott N ishimoto (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 421
808.586.8515

repbrower@Capitol.hawaii.gov

H e is cautiously supportive.
Aaron Johanson (D)
M ajority Whip H awaii
State Capitol, Room 426
808.586.9470

District 21: Kapahulu,
M cCully, M oiliili
Committees: Judiciary
(Chair)
repnishimoto@Capitol.hawaii.gov

District 31: M oanalua,
Red H ill, Foster Village,
Aiea, Fort Shafter,
M oanalua Gardens,
Aliamanu, Lower
Pearlridge

We felt fortunate that Rep. N ishimoto was
willing to hear H B 1488 or any other
cannabis bills, and even more impressed that
he was willing to move bills forward out of
committee. Whether he is a friend of the
industry is TBD, but he is a practical man
seeking practical solutions. It should be a
workable relationship as long as the language
is practical and appropriate. H e also
supported H B 1501 and passed it through.

Committees: Labor & Public Employment,
Economic Development & Business, Judiciary
repjohanson@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Rep. Johanson is a H ouse majority whip.
H e?s been known to have a conservative vein,
but as far as cannabis legislation, he was
overall supportive.

Joy San Buenaventura (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 302
808.586.6530

Chris Lee (D)
M ajority Whip
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 436
808.586.9450

District 4: Puna
Committees: Judiciary
(Vice Chair), H ousing,
Transportation

District 51: Kailua,
Waimanalo

repsanbuenaventura@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Committees: Energy &
Environment, Judiciary, Water & Land

A champion of the people. She?s a friend
of patients and the industry. Rep. San
Buenaventura
introduced
progressive
legislation including a bill to remove the
felony penalty for paraphernalia, and change
it to a civil penalty of $500 with no jail time.

replee@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Cannabis is not his primary focus, coming
second to the environment and sustainability,
but he is supportive in the end.
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M ark N akashima (D)
M ajority Whip
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 406
808.586.6680

Sylvia Luke (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 306
808.586.6200
District 25: M akiki,
Punchbowl, N uuanu,
Dowsett H ighlands,
Pacific H eights, Pauoa

District 1: H amakua,
N orth H ilo, South H ilo
Committees: Economic
Delvelopment &
Business, Judiciary,
Labor & Public Employment

Committees: Finance
(Chair)
repluke@Capitol.hawaii.gov

repnakashima@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Rep. Luke deferred to the chair of the
originating committee. As Finance Chair, we
wanted more from her. We would have
expected more decisive action to promote
development of the industry and to see how
the industry could impact and subsidize
government
programs like education,
infrastructure, and rail.

We had no conversations with Rep.
N akashima. H e's a status quo player.
Bob M cDermott (R)
Assistant M inority
Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 330
808.586.9730

Ty Cullen (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 316
808.586.8490

District 40: Ewa, Ewa
Beach, Ewa Gentry,
Iroquois Point

District 39: Royal
Kunia, Village Park,
Waipahu, M akakilo,
West Loch

Committees: H ousing,
Judiciary, Transportation
repmcdermott@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Voted no. Believes cannabis is medicine,
but voted status quo with the party platform.

Committees: Finance
(Vice Chair), Energy &
Environmental Protection, Water & Land

Cynthia Thielen (R)
Assistant M inority
Floor Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 443
808.586.6480

repcullen@Capitol.hawaii.gov

We were not able to get a meeting with
him during conference.
N icole Lowen (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 425
808.586.8400

District 50: Kailua,
Kaneohe Bay
Committees:
Agriculture, Judiciary,
Ocean, M arine Resources & H awaiian
Affairs, Public Safety

District 6:
Kailua- Kona, H olualoa,
Kalaoa, H onokohau
Committees: Finance
(Vice Chair), Energy &
Environmental

repthielen@Capitol.hawaii.gov

A people?s champion and the state?s
champion for ag hemp.
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Protection, Water & Land

Public Employment, Economic Development
& Business, Finance

replowen@Capitol.hawaii.gov

repkeohokalole@Capitol.hawaii.gov

M uch like Rep. Chris Lee, cannabis is not
her priority, but she voted yes. Rep. Lowen is
more concerned with improvement projects.

Rep. Keohokalole is a friend of the
industry.

Lynn DeCoite (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 324
808.586.6790

M atthew LoPresti (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 328
808.586.6080

District 13: H aiku, H ana,
Kaupo, Kipahulu,
N ahiku, Paia, Kahoolawe,
Lanai, M olokai, M olokini

District 41: Ewa, Ewa
Beach, Ewa Gentry, Ewa
Villages, H oakalei, Ocean
Pointe

Committees: Agriculture,
Finance, Ocean, M arine Resources &
H awaiian Affairs, Public Safety

Committees: Ocean,
M arine Resources & H awaiian Affairs, Public
Safety, Agriculture, Finance

repdecoite@Capitol.hawaii.gov

replopresti@Capitol.hawaii.gov

We did not have a conversation with him,
but he did recommend a constituent intern
with the H DA.

Generally a friend, but unengaged.
Daniel H olt (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 319
808.586.6180

James Tokioka (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 322
808.586.6270

District 29: Kalihi,
Palama, Iwilei, Chinatown

District 15: Wailua
H omesteads, H anamaulu,
Lihue, Puhi, Old Koloa
Town, Omao

Committees: Labor &
Public Employment,
Economic Development &
Business, Finance

Committees: Tourism,
Veterans, M ilitary & International Affairs &
Culture and the Arts, Finance, Intrastate
Commerce

repholt@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Overall, a friend of the industry. Rep.
H olt is workable and approachable.
Jarrett Keohokalole (D)
M ajority Policy Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 310
808.586.8540

reptokioka@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Last session Rep. Tokioka opposed
medical cannabis legislation. We had no
conversation with him this year.

District 48: Kaneohe,
Kahaluu, Waiahole
Committees: Labor &
Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
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H e will probably not run for office next
year. Sen. N ishihara rounded the bend and
has been a very involved leader in the need to
have a viable and strong patient- centric
cannabis industry.

Senate
Rosalyn Baker (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 230
808.586.6070

Stanley Chang (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 223
808.586.8420
International Affairs and
the Arts

District 6: South and
West M aui

Committees:
Commerce, Consumer
Protection and H ealth
(Chair), Economic
Development, Tourism & Technology, Public
Safety, Intergovernmental & M ilitary Affairs

District 9: H awai?i Kai,
Kuli?ou?ou, N iu, ?Aina
H aina, Wai?alae- Kahala,
Diamond H ead

senbaker@capitol.hawaii.gov

Committees: H uman Services, Commerce,
Consumer Protection & H ealth,

Significantly more friendly than last year.
As a cancer survivor, Sen. Baker recognizes
the value of cannabis as medicine, yet in her
recognition that H B1488 language would
extend the oligopoly, she still voted to include
that clause and delay the industry. A status
quo player. She was willing to expand the
number of plants that dispensaries could
grow and also willing to allow for additional
retail and grow facilities under the same
license which maintains the oligopoly and
could fortify the current industry's position if
and when additional players enter the market.

senchang@capitol.hawaii.gov

A status quo player.
Will Espero (D)
M ajority Floor Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 226
808.586.6360
District 19: ?Ewa Beach,
Ocean Pointe, ?Ewa by
Gentry, Iroquois Point,
portion of ?Ewa Villages

Clarence N ishihara (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 214
808.586.6970

Committees: H ousing,
Commerce, Consumer Protection & H ealth,
Education, H igher Education

District 17: Waipahu,
Crestview, M anana,
Pearl City, Pacific
Palisades

senespero@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Espero has been heavily immersed in
developing
pro- patient,
pro- cannabis
legislation for quite some time. H e recognizes
the value cannabis provides as medicine and
its economic viability as an avenue to solve
other issues the state is facing. H e will
continue to be an ally and advocate in the
coming years.

Committees:
Commerce, Consumer
Protection & H ealth (Vice Chair), Agriculture
& Environment, H ousing, Public Safety,
Intergovernmental & M ilitary Affairs
sennishihara@capitol.hawaii.gov
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Les Ihara, Jr. (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 220
808.586.6250

Sen. Keith- Agaran could have made a
difference on the issue of delaying new
licenses, but chose to take no action. H e did
get the bill out of committee, however.
Friendly, but votes status quo.

District 10: Kaimuki,
Kapahulu, Palolo,
M aunalani H eights, St.
Louis H eights, M o?ili?ili,
Ala Wai

Karl Rhoads (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 204
808.586.6130

Committees: Commerce,
Consumer Protection & H ealth, International
Affairs and the Arts, Public Safety,
Intergovernmental & M ilitary Affairs

District 13: Dowsett
H ighlands, Pu?unui,
N u?uanu, Pacific
H eights, Pauoa,
Punchbowl, Palama,
Liliha, Iwilei,
Chinatown, and Downtown

senihara@capitol.hawaii.gov

A status quo player.
Russell Ruderman (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 203
808.586.6890

Committees: Judiciary and Labor (Vice
Chair), Water and Land, Agriculture and
Environment, Government Operations
senrhoads@capitol.hawaii.gov

District 2: Puna, Ka?u

Sen. Rhoads is a champion of the industry
and the people. H e's willing to engage and
has always been a progressive supporter of
H awai?i?s cannabis programs.

Committees: Commerce,
Consumer Protection &
H ealth, Government
Operations, Agriculture
& Environment
senruderman@capitol.hawaii.gov

M ike Gabbard (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 201
808.586.6830

Sen. Ruderman is a friend of the industry.
It has been great to have him on the team.
H e's been a supporter for quite some time.

District 20: Kapolei,
M akakilo, and portions
of ?Ewa, Kalaeloa, and
Waipahu

Gilbert Keith- Agaran
(D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 221
808.586.7344

Committees: Judiciary
and Labor , Water and
Land, Agriculture and Environment

District 5: Wailuku,
Waihe?e, Kahului

sengabbard@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Gabbard likes to do his own thing,
but generally follows the status quo.

Committees: Judiciary
and Labor (Chair),
Ways and M eans,
H igher Education, H ousing
senkeithagaran@capitol.hawaii.gov
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Laura Thielen (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 231
808.587.8388

Committees: Ways and M eans (Vice Chair),
Transportation and Energy, Education
sendelacruz@capitol.hawaii.gov

H e will be the new chair of WAM . Sen.
Dela Cruz is a friend of the H DA and the
cannabis industry. We can expect continued
support for the industry from him.

District 25: Kailua,
Lanikai, Enchanted
Lake, Keolu H ills,
M aunawili, Waimanalo,
H awai?i Kai, Portlock

J. Kalani English (D)
M ajority Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 205
808.587.7225

Committees: Public
Safety, Intergovernmental & M ilitary Affairs,
Judiciary and Labor, Economic Development,
Tourism & Technology, Water and Land

District 7: H ana, East
and Upcountry M aui,
M oloka?i, Lana?i,
Kaho?olawe

senthielen@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Thielen is rather quiet on the issue,
but a friend of the industry, nonetheless.
Jill Tokuda (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 207
808.587.7215

Committees:
International Affairs and the Arts, H awaiian
Affairs, Transportation and Energy, Ways and
M eans
senenglish@capitol.hawaii.gov

District 24: Kane?ohe,
M CBH , Kailua, H e?eia,
?Ahuimanu

A long- time friend to the industry, we can
expect continued support from Sen. English
in the future.

Committees: Ways and
M eans (Chair),
Government
Operations, H uman Services

Brickwood Galuteria
(D)
M ajority Caucus Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 206
808.586.6740

sentokuda@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Tokuda had bigger things to worry
about, like funding for the rail and the GE
tax extension. She deferred to the chair of
originating committee when voting on
cannabis legislation. She could have done
more, so she?s voting status quo.

District 12: Waikiki, Ala
M oana, Kaka?ako,
M cCully, M o?ili?ili
Committees: Economic
Development, Tourism & Technology,
H awaiian Affairs, Government Operations,
Ways and M eans

Donovan Dela Cruz (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 202
808.586.6090

sengaluteria@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Galuteria is a friend of the industry.

District 22: M ililani
M auka, Waipi?o Acres,
Wheeler, Wahiawa,
Whitmore Village, portion
of Poamoho
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Education, Ways and M eans

Breene H arimoto (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 215
808.586.6230

senriviere@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Riviere is a friend of the industry and
in support of cannabis legislation.

District 16: Pearl City,
M omilani, Pearlridge,
?Aiea, Royal Summit,
?Aiea H eights,
N ewtown, Waimalu,
H alawa, Pearl H arbor

M aile Shimabokuro (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 222
808.586.7793
District 21: Kalaeloa,
H onokai H ale, Ko
?Olina, N anakuli, M a?ili,
Wai?anae, M akaha,
M akua

Committees: H ousing, H uman Services,
Transportation and Energy, Ways and M eans
senharimoto@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. H arimoto does not believe in
cannabis. Traditionally, he has not been a
friend of the industry and votes status quo.

Committees: Ways and
M eans, International Affairs and the Arts,
H awaiian Affairs, Transportation and Energy

Lorraine Inouye (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 210
808.586.7335

senshimabukuro@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Shimabokuro is a friend of the
industry and in support of cannabis
legislation.

District 4: H ilo,
H amakua, Kohala,
Waimea, Waikoloa,
Kona

Glenn Wakai (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 216
808.586.8585

Committees:
Transportation and
Energy, Water and Land, Ways and M eans

District 15: Kalihi,
M apunapuna, Airport,
Salt Lake, Aliamanu,
Foster Village, H ickam,
Pearl H arbor

seninouye@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Inouye votes status quo.
Gil Riviere (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 217
808.586.7330

Committees: Ways and
M eans, Economic Development, Tourism &
Technology, Public Safety, Intergovernmental
& M ilitary Affairs

District 23: Kane?ohe ,
Ka?a?awa, H au?ula,
La?ie, Kahuku, Waialua,
H ale?iwa, Wahiawa,
Schofield Barracks,
Kunia

senwakai@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Wakai was not willing to be in touch
or engage in conversation.

Committees: Agriculture and Environment,
Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
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repmckelvey@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Additional Legislators

Rep. M cKelvey is warm to the value of
what a well- regulated cannabis industry
could provide H awai?i and patients.

Senator Josh Green (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 407
808.586.9385

Representative Scott
Saiki (D)
Speaker
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 431
808.586.6100

District 3: Kona, Ka?u
Committees: H uman
Services, H awaiian
Affairs

District 26: M cCully,
Kaheka, Kakaako,
Downtown

sengreen@capitol.hawaii.gov

Sen. Green is a huge proponent of the
industry.

Committees: Legislative
M anagement

Representative Kaniela
Ing (D)
M ajority Policy Leader
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 427
808.586.8525

repsaiki@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Rep. Saiki is the new Speaker of the
H ouse. Generally, everyone is waiting to see
what path he?ll take. Will he lean to the
conservative side and maintain the status
quo? Or will he step up and move in a
progressive fashion?

District 11: Kihei,
Wailea, M akena
Committees: Ocean,
M arine Resources &
H awaiian Affairs, Agriculture, Education,
H igher Education, Public Safety

Representative Joseph
Souki (D)
Speaker Emeritus
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 434
808.586.9444

reping@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Rep. Ing is a champion for the industry
and came out in strong support for patients
and the industry as a whole.

District 8: Kahakuloa,
Waihee, Waiehu,
Puuohala, Wailuku,
Waikapu

Representative Angus
M cKelvey (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 444
808.586.6160

repsouki@Capitol.hawaii.gov

In the past, Rep. Souki has been very
encouraging of the introduction of
pro- cannabis legislation.

District 10: West M aui,
M aalaea, N orth Kihei
Committees: H ousing
(Chair), H igher
Education, Education
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Representative Gregg
Takayama (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 323
808.586.6340

Representative Richard
Creagan (D)
H awaii State Capitol,
Room 331
808.586.9605

District 34: Pearl City,
Waimalu, Pacific
Palisades

District 5: N aalehu,
Ocean View, Capt.
Cook, Kealakekua,
Kailua- Kona

Committees: Public
Safety (Chair),
Agriculture, Consumer
Protection & Commerce, Ocean, M arine
Resources & H awaiian Affairs

Committees:
Agriculture (Chair),
Education, H igher Education, Ocean, M arine
Resources & H awaiian Affairs, Public Safety

reptakayama@Capitol.hawaii.gov

repcreagan@Capitol.hawaii.gov

Rep. Takayama heard H B1501 and he
passed it out of committee. M ahalo to him
and to the entire Public Safety Committee.

Rep. Creagan is a longtime proponent of
the industry.
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Q&A wit h Dust in Verit y
Managing Part ner, Verit y CPAs

Spring 2017 Industry Update

Dustin Verity is the managing partner of Verity
CPAs, a Hawai?i-based public accounting firm
licensed to practice in California, Hawai?i, and the
Republic of Palau. Prior to forming the firm in 2012,
Dustin was a Senior Manager in the audit
department of a top five accounting firm. Dustin
received his BS in Accounting from Chapman
University and has been in the practice of public
accounting for over 20 years. His experience
involves audits, reviews, and compilations of
various commercial enterprises and not-for-profit
organizations.
Dustin is a past member of the AICPA PCPS
Technical Issues Committee and a current member
of the AICPA Accounting and Review Services
Committee. He has also served as a technical
publications reviewer for the AICPA and has
contributed to audit risk alerts, audit and
accounting guides, and professional practice
aids. Dustin has also served as a lecturer at Shidler
School of Business, University of Hawai?i at Manoa.
Dustin is also a member of the Hawai?i Executive
Peer Review Committee and is a Goldman Sachs
Small Business Scholar. Dustin also volunteers his
time as the Treasurer of Shriners? Hospital in
Honolulu.

H DA: What attracted you to H awai?i?s
medical cannabis industry?
Verity: It?s a dynamic new industry with
challenges and opportunities to serve an
underserved market that has the potential for
being a life changer for people with certain
medical conditions.

dustin@verity-cpa.com
verity-cpa.com

For current and future dispensary owners,
as well as other cannabis- related business
owners, professional accounting services are a
lifeline to financially navigate the highly
regulated cannabis industry that still remains
illegal at the federal level. Dustin Verity,
M anaging Partner at Verity CPAs, is putting
two- decades of experience to work for
H awai?i?s cannabis business owners.

What services will you be providing
businesses in the industry? What qualifies you
to offer these services?
While our firm is known primarily for our
audit and accounting services, we are
expanding our service lines to include tax
services as well. Our experience in audit and
accounting spans over 20 years and not only
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includes serving a wide range of commercial
industries, but also teaching at universities
and writing practice aids to help practitioners
interpret and apply professional standards.

dispensaries against allegations of financial
crimes and will act as a deterrent to fraud.
For the dispensaries, this could result in an
overall reduction of costs of inventory
shrinkage, as well as avoidance of fines and
penalties.

Additionally, we were recently appointed
to
the Accounting
Review
Services
Committee, which makes us one of only
seven practitioners in the United States that
can, as part of the committee, issue
accounting and review standards for other
CPAs in the United States to follow.
For tax services, we are partnering with a
CPA firm based in Colorado that specializes
in servicing medical dispensaries.

What impacts do taxes have on
dispensaries, which are seen as illegal in the
eyes of the federal government?
In H awai?i, we have a competitive
advantage over other markets. The state
passed H B2707 H D2 SD2 in 2016, which
exempts the dispensaries from the application
of IRC 280E for state purposes and allows
the dispensaries to deduct operating expenses
comparable to a regular commercial
enterprise when preparing their state income
tax forms. H owever, for federal purposes,
dispensaries are still subject to IRC 280E,
which limits the amount of business
deductions for federal purposes to costs
directly related to the production of the
plants.

H ow important are regular audits in a
highly regulated industry?
Financial statement audits are a part of
operating in any highly regulated industry,
such as publicly traded companies, insurance
companies, financial institutions, government
grant recipients, and debt issuers. Audits have
long been seen as a service to protect the
public trust. So, it is not surprising, that states
are requiring financial statement audits of
dispensaries.

What is your impression of the rollout of
the current medical cannabis dispensary
program?

Audits are even more important in
maintaining transparency in a developing
industry that is under constant federal
scrutiny. Audits will help protect the

It seems to be moving at the same cautious
pace as all new undertakings here in H awai?i.
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provisions as the dispensaries themselves. If
one does business with a dispensary, it will be
important for that business to document the
scope and limitations of its services,
preferably through a contract or other
written agreement.
In your profession, do you face
stigmatization because of your willingness to
work in the cannabis industry?
N ot really. M any see it as an emerging
industry with unlimited potential. H owever,
some within the accounting profession have
expressed caution about the risk of being
associated with a federally illegal enterprise.

Do you have any advice for dispensaries in
regards to taxes, audits and record keeping?
Document everything? in an industry as
heavily scrutinized as cannabis, I do not think
that it is possible to document too much. In
addition to the seed- to- sale tracking that is
required by law, dispensaries would also
want to track funds received from patients to
the bank, and from the bank to vendors and
employees. Ideally, the dispensaries would be
cashless, which would create greater
transparency, decrease the risks to employees
and owners as a result of maintaining large
quantities of cash on hand, and increase
transparency and auditability.

What is your vision for the medical
cannabis industry in H awai?i?
Ideally, we would see a transformation of
public and federal perception and a greater
acceptance of the cannabis industry with the
focus shifting to treating the needs of patients
and those in need.

I would also recommend that the internal
accounting staff be mindful of establishing a
general ledger that allows for a detailed
tracking of direct and indirect costs, as well
as, overhead allocations and detailed
employee time tracking between various
activities.
Do ancillary businesses in the cannabis
industry have the same accounting needs as
the dispensaries? What advice can you offer
non- plant touching businesses?
It depends, any business that touches the
plant will be subject to the same federal
Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
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Marcus Landsberg on t he
Cannabis DUI
driving they are talking about DUI, driving
under the influence. M any people incorrectly
assume that DUI only pertains to alcohol;
however, in H awai?i, the same law also
proscribes the amount of cannabis, illicit
drugs, and even prescription medication that
should keep a driver off the road.

Hawai?i Has Four DUI
Categories
The current iteration of H awai?i?s law to
stop DUI is codified in H awaii Revised Statute
§ 291E- 61 entitled, ?Operating a Vehicle
Under the Influence of an Intoxicant.? Even
though the abbreviation of the law has
changed in the state of H awai?i, most
everyone still calls it by the classic name of
DUI. Other parts of H RS § 291E clarify rules
and regulations governing the processes of the
arrest and punishment, but § 291E- 61
contains the elements that must be present for
someone to be found guilty.

Marcus Landsberg, IV is a criminal defense
attorney on O?ahu. He has been selected as a
?Rising Star? by Super Lawyers, a ?Top 100 Trial
Lawyer? by The National Trial Lawyers and one of
the ?Three Best Rated? Criminal Defense Lawyers
in Honolulu. He has argued and prevailed before
the Hawaii Supreme Court.

DUI can be proven by the court in four
different ways. Two of those ways are through
the use of blood alcohol content, or BAC.
Blood alcohol content is measured via a
breath or blood test. The breath test is
performed at the police station with an
Intoxilyzer machine. The blood test needs a
licensed phlebotomist to draw your blood,
and depending on the district, may be done at
the police station or at a hospital. These tests
are highly regulated and have to be performed
in strict compliance with the law after a
person has been warned of their right to refuse
to take them. In addition, these tests only
apply to alcohol content, but not illicit drug
or even cannabis use.

www.808crime.com
Cannabis is finally being recognized as a
legitimate medicine. While H awai?i laws are
steadily progressing by recognizing the
inherent benefits of cannabis, its increased use
is now affecting other aspects of our daily
lives. Unfortunately, driving under the
influence of an intoxicant still treats cannabis
as a harmful drug.
To protect ourselves from accidentally
breaking the law as well as from unnecessary
arrest, we should have a basic understanding
of how cannabis use and impaired driving
intersect. When people talk about impaired
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prudent manner.?
Both methods of proof require a vehicle,
operation or control of that vehicle, and a
person, but there is one huge difference that
benefits the cannabis user over the alcohol
drinker. N otice that the first clause, the one
that guards against driving while under the
influence of alcohol, stops anyone from
operating a vehicle when their normal mental
faculties are impaired. Think about how low a
standard that is. But the second clause, the
one where the bad driving is the result of
drugs, legal or illicit, requires ?your ability to
operate the vehicle? be damaged due to the
influence of the substance.

Currently, there is no blood or breath test
that can be used to determine if someone is
actively experiencing the psychoactive effects
of cannabis. Since cannabis can remain in the
blood for up to 45 days? much longer than
the psychoactive effects on the body, which
are generally one to two hours in
duration? there is no way to extrapolate DUI
from a cannabis blood quantum. The DUI
industry is currently in a race to see who can
create a test that proves impairment via
chemical testing, but no state has recognized
such a test as being acceptable as of yet.

There is a big difference between your
mental faculties being impaired, and being
unable to operate a vehicle in a safe and
prudent matter. Your ordinary mental
faculties can be tested (arguably by the police,
for the purposes of this article) by outside
tests. During a standard roadside DUI test, a
police officer will judge your ability to pay
attention in distracting situations and process
multiple streams of information to make safe
choices. But for substances other than alcohol,
the officer must prove that you are not able to
operate a vehicle in a safe and prudent
manner: you actually have to drive badly, and
in addition, that bad driving must be the result
of the influence of a particular drug. If you are
speeding in a speed trap, that is not because of
any particular intoxicant. That standard is
much harder for the police to reach in certain
circumstances.

The other two types of DUI are proven
through evidence of a driver?s physical
impairment. The first covers dangerous
driving caused by alcohol. The second covers
dangerous driving that is the effect of
prescription or illicit drugs, including
cannabis. While the purpose of these laws are
similar, they are written in two very different
ways.
H RS § 291E- 61 reads (in part): ?A
person commits the offense of operating a
vehicle under the influence of an intoxicant if
the person operates or assumes actual physical
control of a vehicle: (1) While under the
influence of alcohol in an amount sufficient to
impair the person's normal mental faculties or
ability to care for the person and guard
against casualty; ? or ?(2) While under the
influence of any drug that impairs the person's
ability to operate the vehicle in a careful and

The Way You Are Pulled Over
Matters
Cannabis does not affect people?s driving
patterns the same way alcohol does. Classic
DUI driving is ?drifting,? or crossing outside
the lane you are in. Drivers do not speed
because of alcohol. Drivers do not do a
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Standard Field Sobriety Tests
And Drug Recognition
Evaluation Tests Are Different
Part of the reason it is harder to prove a
DUI based on drugs is that the science is just
not there to prove the effects of cannabis on a
driver. H istorically, with illicit drugs, police
were always less worried about arresting a
person for any bad driving, as possession
would carry a much greater penalty. For this
reason, it was less important to determine if
someone was actively under the influence of a
mind altering chemical.

?California stop? because of alcohol. Cannabis
use does not affect driving patterns the same
way. In fact, all the cannabis- related DUI
cases I have had recently are due to roadblock
stops. Police set up a roadblock to catch
people who are driving while intoxicated.
Once police see the stereotypical signs of
cannabis use (smell, bloodshot
eyes,
uncontrollable laughter) they will administer a
battery of tests to accuse the driver of being
too high to drive.

M eanwhile, driving after having a cocktail
has always been legal, it is only driving after
having too many that would turn a driver on
the way home from dinner into a ?drunk?
driver. Because police needed to draw a hard
line between allowable and illegal drinking
and driving, the battery of field sobriety tests
were born, and these were slowly whittled
down to the three Standardized Field Sobriety
Tests (SFST) that are commonplace today.

This is problematic for two reasons. The
first is that the crime of driving under the
influence of a drug requires that the driver be
unable to drive a vehicle with due care. But by
driving to the line, speaking to the officer,
parking where he tells you to park, and
handing him
your
paperwork, these
mandatory roadblock mechanics all but
guarantee that you have not exhibited bad
driving in front of an officer. As we discussed
earlier, a cannabis- related DUI case cannot be
proven by a blood or breath test so this lack
of bad driving makes it hard for a court to
prove the driver was unable to operate a
vehicle carefully. The second reason that
compounds the trouble in proving a case like
this is that the field tests used for drug
detection are not as scientifically accepted as
the standardized field sobriety tests, and
therefore not as legally admissible.

Regulated by the N ational H ighway Traffic
Safety Administration, the SFST have had
multiple scientific studies meant to bolster
their trustworthiness. The DRE, which stands
for Drug Recognition Evaluation or Drug
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Recognition Expert, depending on context, is
a battery of exams that are neither
scientifically supported nor reliably taught to
the same degree as the SFST.

with a science background will tell you the
importance of a control against which to test
an unknown quantity. So while the DRE has
some parts that may be able to tell the
presence of drugs? the test includes checking
the nose for cocaine residue and checking the
arms for needle track marks? it absolutely
cannot tell the amount of drugs used or the
physical manifestations of that use.

For example, in a recent case, I asked the
drug
recognition
expert
(a
police
officer with DRE training, who had become a
trainer in this instance) how law enforcement
would find a ?control? for their training. For
the SFST training, friends and family of the
police officers come and take regulated
amounts of drinks over the course of the
evening, taking the SFSTs at appropriate times
during the night. The Intoxilyzer is also
present to determine the exact blood alcohol
content of the volunteer. This Intoxilyzer is
used to scientifically confirm whether the
SFST results match the predicted BAC.

This applies especially to cannabis use, as
many users often need it to simply perform
everyday tasks, as opposed to chasing a high
that causes lack of body control and
awareness that is the common desire for users
of hard drugs and alcohol.
While law enforcement scrambles to
develop bona fide field testing to guard against
impaired driving due to legal medicine or illicit
drugs, it is imperative for cannabis patients to
know the laws, their rights, and the proper
way to interact with law enforcement. Follow
my column in the upcoming Industry Update
to understand your rights and stay informed
on current laws pertaining to cannabis.

This DRE trainer stated what he would do
is take the DRE trainee to go see a prior
arrestee or a ?well- known? drug abuser on
the street, convince him that the interaction
was not a bust, and then apply the DRE
battery of tests to that drug user. At the end
they would ask that drug user what drugs he
was on to see if the answers matched their
predictions.
Putting aside the idea that this training
now depends on the honesty and memory of a
well- known drug abuser, there is zero
standardization in this method. Any person
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420 FORUM
The Future of Cannabis in the Aloha State
Agree to disagree, and then compromise.
It?s the logical path to find consensus among
multiple parties. While legislators, N GOs,
patients and cannabis- related business
publically present different ideas to get
H awai?i?s stagnant dispensary program up
and running, it seems that a bold solution
may be rising to the surface. At the 4/ 20
Forum on the Future of Cannabis in the
Aloha State at the Democratic Party of
H awaii H eadquarters on April 20, 2017,
Christopher Garth, the executive director of
the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance (H DA),
moderated a panel of key legislators and
cannabis- industry stakeholders to discuss the
current state of H awai?i?s medical cannabis
dispensary program, the future of cannabis in
H awai?i, and the potential challenges the
Trump administration presents to medical
cannabis.

panel. After a robust discussion touching
upon decriminalization and descheduling
efforts in Congress, decriminalization bills at
the H awai?i State Legislature, the national
trend toward legalization in other states, the
current status of measures relating to medical
dispensaries across the state, and the health
benefits of cannabis for H awai?i patients, the
message from the panel was clear: The state?s
current dispensary program is broken, and
the most efficient way to serve patients of all
demographics, in all regions of the state, is
the legalization of recreational cannabis for
adult use.

H awai?i Democratic Party Chair Tim
Vandeveer kicked off the evening, which was
live- streamed on the Democratic Party of
H awai?i?s Facebook page, with encouraging
words of support, echoed by the Democratic
Party of H awai?i?s platform about the future
of cannabis legalization in the Aloha State.
Joining the panel via Skype from M aui, U.S.
Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard weighed in
on the inconsistencies of current federal drug
policy with popular societal perspectives and
encouraged the decriminalization of cannabis
at the federal and state levels. Senator Will
Espero, M aui Representative Kaniela Ing, M e
Fuimaono- Poe, medical director and founder
of the M aile Cannabis Clinic, and Pamela
Lichty, president of the Drug Policy Forum of
H awai?i, rounded out the knowledgeable

Even in a room full of like- minded
democrats, differences in approach towards
cannabis policy in H awai?i were very
apparent. Senator Espero pushed for
slow- paced, measured and incremental
growth toward legalization over the next
three to five years, while Representative Ing
and Lichty spoke passionately about the time
being right, right now, for the legalization of
recreational adult- use cannabis in H awai?i.
H ere?s what the panelists had to say:
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incarcerated in larger rates. It?s breaking
apart families and putting humans in cages
for ingesting a plant. N ow we need to
convince the other side. Folks are interested
in bringing in revenue through full
legalization. That?s what I?m feeling. If we?re
going to go for decriminalization, we might
as well go with the full legalization.?
? Representative Kaniela Ing

On Decriminalization
?Bill 1227 is common- sense action that
needs to be taken. The bill simply takes
cannabis off of Schedule I. Every 42 seconds
someone is arrested for possession or use of
marijuana. This puts tremendous stress on
our criminal justice system. Given that
H awaii and 27 other states have legalized
medical marijuana in some capacity, there is
a continued contradiction between federal
and state law and the problems it causes is
only increasing.? ? U.S. Representative Tulsi
Gabbard

?Governor Ige says we need the
dispensaries up and running before we look
at decriminalization and his message to
legislatures was not very helpful.? ? Pamela
Lichty

?Schedule I does not make any sense,
whatsoever. H ow can you say there is no
medicinal value when 28 states have already
said it? Can somebody file a lawsuit against
the federal government for such a stupid
contradiction?? ? Senator Will Espero

?The majority of people we see are for
chronic pain. They?re using it as a safer
alternative to treat chronic pain. The majority
of patients are also baby boomers.? ? M e
Fuimaono- Poe
?Addiction is based on withdraws.
Cannabis withdawl are not medically serious
or life threatening. The only cannabis deaths
are related to law enforcement.? ? M e
Fuimaono- Poe

?The opioid epidemic is impacted by states
that legalize medical cannabis. There are 30
percent fewer deaths in states that have
passed these laws and they continue to
decrease. There is a ripple effect. Our
government has got to fix this by getting
cannabis off Schedule I. It?s the first step to
take away many of the problems the
designation is causing.? ? U.S. Representative
Tulsi Gabbard

On the VA Recognizing
Medical Cannabis
?Progress had already been made from the
news coverage and stories told on medical
cannabis applications, the heart- breaking
stories of children with epilepsy, and the
extremes they go through to get the meds. It?s
the same thing with veterans that come home
and face difficulties in treatment and
obstacles at the VA. We?ve seen republican
colleagues say drugs are bad without an
understanding of what they?re talking about.
N ow there?s a thawing on their positions as
they are informed of these stories and why so
many states are taking steps to legalize
medical cannabis.? ? U.S. Representative

?This is about immigrant rights, H awaiian
rights, women?s rights. H awaiians are
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?Look
at
things we agree on
nationally? M edicare,
Kaho?olawe? those
were not achieved through incrementalism or
compromise. Those were bold, radical things.
That?s the bold action we need today from
legislators. The dispensary bill itself is
ridiculous, limiting dispensaries to one per
island. It doesn?t go far enough. It even rolls
back some things we already had in H awai?i.
The people are demanding bold progressive
action from democrats. We?re not meeting
them there and it?s shameful. To me, as a
young person, the time is right. Folks should
be impatient and upset.? ? Representative
Kaniela Ing

Tulsi Gabbard

On Legalization
?If you know people with powerful
stories, get them to record and upload those
stories. All this makes a difference. There is
strength in numbers and strength in people.
We?re at a critical time because of the
obstacles of the Trump administration and
how it contradicts where most of the country
is headed.? ? U.S. Representative Tulsi
Gabbard
?Legalization, because of new president,
will not come anytime soon. If Clinton had
won, H awai?i would have been on the path
in three to five years. There?s a big question
mark now. What will federal government do?
Until we have any idea, I don?t think
legalization will be pursued. The path for us
is our own medical cannabis program and
expanding the conditions for using it. For
example? insomnia, depression and stress. If
those were added, then we could add
thousands of patients.? ? Senator Will Espero
40

?Polling for a drug policy action group on
statewide support for legalization showed
66% favoring legalization in 2014 and 73%
for legalization in 2016, with 80% approval
on the neighbor islands. The legislature is
used to doing things in an incremental
fashion, but the people are begging for the
legislature to take the leap to legalization and
all the benefits it has. Rates of DUIs are down
in Colorado. Teen use has not risen as people
said it would. Colorado sold $1.6 billion
worth of cannabis and the proceeds from
taxes were $150 million for education.?
? Pamela Lichty

?I?d love to see the people in that funny
building get a backbone and listen to the
people.? ? Pamela Lichty

controversial
statement,
especially
for
someone with a medical background. Adding
conditions is a good start. Our medical
program will become more robust when the
dispensaries are open. Access has been a huge
issue for patients. They have to grow. We
have to fortify the dispensary program and
make it more robust.? ? M e Fuimaono- Poe

?Legalizing cannabis is the first step to
ending the war on drugs and we need to end
the war on drugs.? ? M e Fuimaono- Poe

On the Problems of the
Current Dispensary Program

On the Future of Cannabis in
Hawai?i

?The governorship and Department of
H ealth are key to opening up the program.
The Governor must open it up and the DOH
must be supportive. We could add ailments
and expand medical cannabis program
significantly. It is key you have the right
people. In the Governor?s race in 2018, this is
one of the issues we should be asking about.
The Governor should be cracking the whip
on the DOH if he was supportive of the
medical cannabis program. The DOH went
into it knowing nothing, no experience, no
knowledge. Things get done with strong
leadership in the right places. That?s what we
need at the state level as well.? ? Senator Will
Espero

?Revenues will be a major driving factor.
Government is expensive and people don?t
realize how expensive governing is. In a small
island state with limited land mass, were still
growing and growing population wise. Fifty
years from now there will be 500,000 new
residents on O?ahu. One hundred years from
now, there will be 2 million residents on
O?ahu. It will be costly to take care of the
needs and demands of all these individuals.
The revenues of our state is small compared
to the demands and wants. The biggest
benefit from legalization will be the future
revenues we can get. And with the reputation
we have with M aui Wowie and Kona Gold
strains, I can see cannabis and hemp being
the next major crops for H awai?i, following
in the footsteps of sugar and pineapple.
H emp and cannabis has the potential of
blowing diversified ag crops out of the water,
grown in thousands of acres. We need
prevention and education to treat cannabis
like alcohol, the model is already there. Other

?Our medical cannabis program is
basically a monopoly, or an oligopoly. Folks
who were awarded the permits were big
political players. It kept power centralized in
our state. The least we can do is open it up to
local growers, not just indoor facilities that
most folks cannot do, which will raise the
price for the patient.? ? Representative
Kaniela Ing
?The Senate has passed decriminalization
measures, but the H ouse has never taken
them up, and that?s where the stall is. They?re
not as open minded as we are when it comes
to decriminalization. It?s now on the
backburner because everyone is focused on
the medical cannabis program.? ? Senator
Will Espero
?There?s no recreational use of cannabis.
All use of cannabis is medicinal. That?s a
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states have shown us what can or cannot
happen and now it?s just dealing with the
political reality of cannabis.? ? Senator Will
Espero
?The Attorney General wants to push
1980s drug policy. If we take an incremental
approach, we?ll get passed up. If we create an
industry here, then the faster we move the
better.?
? Representative
Kaniela Ing
?A major setback in H awai?i is
we don?t have a citizens?
initiative. We?re obsessed with
centralizing power in the
legislature. There is a political
problem in H awai?i is too much power in too
few hands. M ore people have power better
off we will be as a state. We need to pass the
initiative. There is enough money out there, a
matter of do we prioritize it right. When we
spend $64,000 per prisoner, but only $12,000
per student, something is wrong there. Boost
that just a little for education and you don?t
need as many prison beds.? ? Representative
Kaniela Ing

?H awai?i is the first state to pass a medical
cannabis dispensary program through the
legislature. H opefully this will
have
implications for the future. We don?t have a
statewide voter initiative. If we ever get to the
adult use stage, we have to do it through the
legislature. There could be problems with
that. N o other state has done that this far.
But initiatives are super expensive. Paying for
signatures and ad campaigns are expensive.
Going through the legislature can be
beneficial to avoid those costs.? ? Pamela
Lichty
?In N evada, upon starting the legalization
program they voted to have the dispensaries
already in place doing the selling. That?s a
promising way to go and structure the
program.? ? Pamela Lichty
?One thing I hear every day is that there
needs to be more research on cannabis. The
N ational Academies of Sciences, Engineering
and M edicine compiled a big cannabis study
in 2017 and reviewed over 24,000 primary
sourced articles. There is a ton of research
out there, we just have to access it.? ? M e
Fuimaono- Poe

You' ve probably noticed that banks, credit unions, and credit card merchants do not look favorably on the
cannabis industry. In fact, w orking w ith the industry can put their banking license at risk. Even in states like
Colorado w here there are state credit unions, many services businesses expect from banks are not available.
Credit/Debit Card payments are one of those unavailable services. As a result, most of the industry can only
receive payments and pay bills in cash. This reality increases security costs and the risk of crime. It also makes
operations much more expensive.
At Wampum, LLC w e provide softw are that allow s any business to accept electronic transactions w ith or w ithout
a bank. If you are interested in learning more about how you can take electronic payments and even pay your
employees, partners, and vendors electronically, be sure to visit us at this month' s HDA mixer in Chinatow n or
contact us at w w w .cryptow ampum.com.
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Canna-Infused Recipe
Peanut But t er, Bacon, Banana
and Honey Sandwich

While patients will not be able to buy edibles at dispensaries, this doesn't mean you can't make
them at home. Enjoy these tasty ways to ingest your medicine.

Ingredients:
2 slices applewood smoked bacon
2 slices sourdough bread
1 banana (sliced)
2 tablespoons cannabis infused peanut butter
1 tablespoon cannabis infused honey
Instructions:
Place the bacon in a skillet, and cook over medium- high heat, turning occasionally, until evenly
browned and crisp, about 10 minutes. Drain the bacon slices on a paper towel- lined plate.
Toast the slices of sourdough bread in a toaster, and spread a toasted slice with cannabis infused
peanut butter and cannabis infused honey. Place the bacon on the cannabis infused honey, place
sliced bananas on top of bacon, top with the remaining toasted bread slice, and serve.
Recipecourtesy of Edibles Magazine. Mahalo!
Hawai?i Dispensary Alliance
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
Summer 2017 Industry Update
808-351-8733
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Canna-Infused Recipe
Sensi St rawberry Goat Cheese
Bruschet t a

Ingredients:
1/ 2 cup balsamic vinegar
12 slices Italian bread
1 tablespoon Canna olive oil
1 pound strawberries, washed and diced
2 teaspoons fresh thyme leaves, plus more for serving
1 cup goat cheese, room temperature
salt and freshly ground pepper to taste
Instructions:
H eat vinegar in a small skillet over medium- low heat. Simmer until reduced by about half, 8 to
10 minutes. Remove from heat and allow to cool to room temperature. Prepare a grill for high
heat. Place bread slices on a foil- lined baking sheet and drizzle with olive oil. Combine
strawberries and thyme in a small bowl and set aside. Grill bread on the preheated grill until
browned, about 3 minutes per side. Spread goat cheese on toasted bread. Add black pepper, salt,
and reduced vinegar to the strawberry mixture. Spoon over the goat cheese topped bruschetta.
Garnish with additional thyme.
Recipecourtesy of Edibles Magazine. Mahalo!
1110 Nu?uanu Ave. #6
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
808-351-8733
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April 2017 Act 230 Legislat ive
Working Group Meet ing
have any questions about the meeting, or
about how to get involved, email us
at info@hawaiidispensaryalliance.org or find
us on Facebook.

Laboratory and New Dispensary
Delays
The April meeting of the Act 230 Legislative Working Group tasked with improving
the laws and regulations overseeing H awai?i's
medical marijuana industry came to a close
today on April 12, 2017. In the audience were
almost a dozen members of the H awai?i Dispensary Alliance, representing every aspect of
the industry. The Committee heard from
M aui dispensary, Pono Life Sciences (M aui),
about their progress, plans, and obstacles to
development. The Department of H ealth gave
a brief update on the status of the registry
system and the dispensary system. Co- Chair
Representative Della Au Belatti provided a
brief overview of current legislation in the
2017 session. The Committee approved its
draft report to the legislature for 2017. The
various subcommittees gave interim reports
on their meetings and progress; and the
meeting closed with audience questions and
answers expressing the public's growing concern about the increasing delays in the
program.

Panel Members Present and
Review of January Meeting
Minutes
The meeting began with a brief introduction of all of the committee members. The list
of participants at today?s meeting and their
affiliation include:
Present Panel Members

-

The University of H awai?i Public Policy
Center administers the operations of the
working group and posts all documents generated by and for the committee to their
website. If you would like to sign up for the
working group's email list, email your request
to Act230wg@gmail.com.

-

This article will cover everything that
happened in the meeting today in a detailed
narrative, much like a Q& A, organized according to the meeting agenda. If you would
like to watch the meeting yourself, it aired on
Olelo Channel 49 at 12: 30 pm, April 12,
2017, entitled Act 230 Working Group. If you

-
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-

-

Representative Della Au
Belatti,
Co- Chair
Senator Rosalyn Baker, Co- Chair
Representative Joy San Buenaventura
Scottina Ruis, M edical M arijuana
Registry Program Coordinator
Keith Ridley, H awai?i Department of
H ealth, Office of H ealthcare Assurance
Christopher Garth, Executive Director
H awai?i Dispensary Alliance
Carl Bergquist, Drug Policy Forum
Wendy Gibson, M edical Cannabis
Coalition of H awai?i
M ichael Takano, Pono Life Sciences,
M aui County Dispensary
Richard H a, Lau Ola, H awai?i County
Dispensary
Stacy Kracher, APRN / RX
Karen
Kahikina,
Department
of
Transportation, Airports Division
Rob Lee, Department of Transportation, Airports Division
Patricia Wilson, H onolulu Police
Department
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-

Jari Sugano, Guardian of a Patient under 18
Bill Jarvis, Patient
John Paul Bingham, CTAH R
M ichael Contrades, H awai?i Police
Department
Thayne Taylor, H awai?i Dispensary
Alliance, Kauai

pensary bill in 2015. This is the path towards
safe, legal access to medical marijuana dispensaries for patients in need. It is important
to recognize, based on statute, that we were
legally able to sell as of July 2016, but in
practice we are still not able to sell.
The purpose of this presentation is the
how and the why of that delay. Some of the
assumptions made when the statute set forth a
legal way to sell in July 2016, included required conditions for software and labs.
We?ve stayed close to these topics in our
preparation because they are imperative, and
when those milestones slip, everything else
slips along the way. This makes it difficult to
answer when we are going to open.

The working group is administered by Dr.
Susan Chandler and the University of H awai?i
Public Policy Center, with assistance from
Center Director Collin M oore; Dr. M ichelle
Ibanez; and Joy Agner, policy assistant.
The Agenda for the April meeting were
approved with changes: date was April 12,
not April 8. The minutes from the February/ M arch meeting were approved with
changes: need to identify the female on the
phone at the last meeting.

Operating Team

-

Q. Thomas Willis: What is a budtender?
A. M ichael Takano - Dispensary clerk, sales
person.

-

Dispensary Presentation: Pono
Life Sciences (Maui)

Individual Licensee, Community Liaison ? William M itchell, M D
CEO ? M ichael Takano
Chief Scientific Officer ? Raquel
Bueno, M D, F.A.C.S
Chief Agronomist ? Dean Okimoto
Director of IT ? Keone Kali
Director of Security ?
George
Kaho?ohanohano

As we have developed, if we were slow in
some aspects, we want to improve in others? dedicated fiber, integration with DOH
departments, and de- risking other elements? we are trying to be there to help DOH
when we can.

The meeting began with a presentation
from Pono Life Sciences (M aui), one of two
M aui county dispensaries. Each of the dispensaries will be presenting over the next few
months to update the Committee about their
progress, their contact with current patients,
and any obstacles of general application that
they are facing. Pono Life Sciences M aui, LLC
(Pono Life M aui), was represented by M ichael
Takano, CEO.

Data and Research

We are patient- centric and conduct daily
polls of stakeholders to inform this approach.
We?ve come across significant research that
shapes our mission: 76% of doctors approve
of medical marijuana use (Adler, et al. N ew
England Journal of M edicine M ay 2013);
Lower opioid overdose death risks are associated with state medical marijuana laws
(Bachbuber, et al. August 2014); 92% of patients say that medical marijuana works
(Public institute and CDC, California Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2012).

Presentation and Notes

First Slide: H awai?i?s leading provider of
patient- focused, scientifically- oriented medical cannabis.
The next slide was a detailed timeline that
contained state milestones and Pono Life
M aui milestones since the passage of the dis-
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We have conducted research and had
conversations with local physician boards.
The doctors need to know that it works for
patients. Patients need, want, and can benefit
from the product. Clearly in the hardest cases
of cancer and seizures this may not be the
case, but the number is still significant.

working to balance the product mixes and the
TH C/ CBD mix.
Economic Impact

Why are we here? What's the end game?
There are many potential benefits including
revenue, jobs, salaries and wages, government
tax revenues, qualitative health and safety,
community, and total economic benefit. But
really, for us it is all about a safe, legal, accessible, and adequate supply of quality assured medical marijuana for patients.

Patient-Centered Strategies

H ere, we compare U.S. trends and the
Pono Life M aui approach in regards to qualifying conditions, product delivery, and TH CCBD delivery. People are using medical marijuana as pain medication and as an exit drug
from opiates used for pain.

N ow, we have to take a balanced approach to the many gates between us and the
first sale for patients.

Based on the early stages of the program
we can create flower, oil, and manufactured
products, but U.S. trends are moving away
from smoking flower to manufactured products. We are working to create a balanced
approach to the benefits and risks of each
product type.

Industry Challenges and Obstacles

State of H awai?i and DOH ? Their hearts
are in the right place, but they are cumbersome. We are losing money every month
waiting for things to happen outside of our
control. We could have begun selling last July
according to statute, but we obviously could
not have in reality because their systems are
still not ready.

Through our polling and data on what
products are selling and why in other states,
we?ve found:
-

Laboratory? This is a huge potential bottleneck! We need to know what to hand off,
who takes it and transports it, and what they
are testing for. There are still a lot of things
missing including certification, testing protocols, standards, and tracking systems.. We
arrive at consensus on an issue, then the policies change.

57% of patients want high CBD products only
14% are looking for high TH C
products
28% want a mild concentration of TH C

In other states, we see that after the initial
excitement, TH C strains decline in value, and
CBD strain?s value rises. We hope to bring
research and numbers to this working group
about this moving forward.

As simple as it sounded in 2015 with the
RFP for the seed- to- sale tracking system, and
the near- term award, the challenges in contracting, training and orientation, integrating
with production centers, integrating with the
registry and dispensaries, and integrating with
labs, is time and money for the dispensaries.
That is borrowed time on the patients? behalf. We are ready, but clarity of the process
could certainly help, as well as priorities to

The Pono Life Maui Formulary

We have 38 strains? a handful are proprietary. We are manufacturing marijuana
products. H ere are some pictures of our
products, not quite what we want them to
look like yet! (Picture of lozenges created as of
M arch 2017, no active ingredients). We are
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help make decisions.

pliant, we are SSAE 16 SOC 1,2,3 compliant,
we?ve done extensive staff training, among
many other elements of progress.

Cash M anagement? This is a big issue as a
responsible employer. It?s not just patients and
communities at risk, most victims of cash
management issues are employees? taxes, etc.
It is a huge issue and as we address it, it could
solve another major challenge which is banking for this industry. But that is just the short
term of banking for the industry. In the long
term, if we are successful, where do our investors go with their money? They will be at
risk.

Pono Life Sciences (M aui)
415 Dairy Road, Suite A
Kahului, M aui H i 986732
M aui@ponolife.net
(808) 489- 8454
Open 7 days a week
Questions

Q. Carl Bergquist: We talked about this before the meeting. What is your approach to
allowing access to the public?

Federal? Federal law and policies are a
challenge and obstacle for all of us. The need
and benefits of the product are there. There
appears to be a pathway through state law,
but I don?t want to fail to deliver after risking
time, capitol, and reputations. We want to be
successful.

A. M ichael Takano: I can?t say a lot right
now, but we have lots of local partners trying
to educate the public, not just the patients. We
have initiatives for patients, caregivers, parents, and children. The best way is to have
reactive stakeholders involved in addressing
the community, who start by addressing the
obstacles. Current law is that without a card,
one cannot be on our premises. That definition, while we respect the law, begs the question how can we achieve the best public good
to properly address and educate the public
and community at large? We are waiting for
DOH response to our options before we say
more.

Uncertainty Ahead? H ow do we plan
ahead? H ow does the state budget for the
program when budgets are tied to tax revenue,
but the dispensaries can not open. Who pays
for that? DOH is funded by the industry, but
that is only eight licensees and we are working
hard to speed up the process and make the
industry viable, but so far unsuccessfully. It?s
not 100% of businesses that survive, and when
you are stacking on problems and pain to that
percentage, how do we deal with that
situation?

Q. Rep. Della Au Belatti: M ike, you talked
about dealing with multiple agencies and
cumbersome progress. Are ya?ll being bounced
around, should we make them come together?

Information Technology and Security Slide

This slide demonstrates what we?ve been
doing while waiting for DOH approvals.
We?ve installed fiber optics, all our data is
housed locally, we are led by a former state
CIO in technology issues, we have real time
data exchange with all of the required tracking softwares, we are PCI and H IPAA com-

A. M ichael Takano: We are all learning and
getting better as we go. They are all great
communicators individually, but when it
comes time for all of that information to be
shared together, especially after it changes,
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that is a little chaotic. DOH is communicating
with the N ED and the labs, but we often have
to get the information independently from the
ancillary agencies. It would make it easier if
we were to get a policy that comes out, and
then, when there is a change, that it is announced to all stakeholders. The biggest
challenge is inconsistency in laws and rules
and lack of vision of the end. A big difference
is how to start off with safe access to medical
marijuana, compared to the black market, or
pharmaceutical grade. Where do we start? We
feel we have a good starting point based on
our team and our members; 60% are licensed
professionals, 30% are physicians.

product yet, its been a long time to finance the
operation. H ow much more than you thought
you would spend do you think you have
spent?
A. M ichael Takano: We don?t have the fullest
grasp of that yet. We are a private company
and can only share so many details. But we
have spent double so far. Our larger question
is, can we even meet our goals?
Q. Thayne Taylor: Is this driving up costs for
patients?
A. M ichael Takano: Yes. Look at N ew York.
And if we are taxed, that raises the price of
the product. The barrier of entry has been
incredible.

Q. Rep. Della Au Belatti: H ow are you doing
with county agencies?
A. M ichael Takano: Fantastic. M ayor
Arakawa and his team on M aui are readily
available, I speak with them multiple times a
week, and they are right behind us. We get
each stakeholder around the table and flush
things out and get them done as we create a
vision of what we want for the community.
There are a lot of incongruities, as an example, the N ED had their own rules for how to
safeguard the production centers, so their
initial advice was eight- foot- high perimeter
fencing, but that doesn?t match county ordinance. So how do you solve that problem? As
elegantly as possible. The great news is that
once demonstrated that we can achieve the
safeguards without an eight- foot fence, they
were delighted and gave us a permit and
variance, without having to bring the partners
together. Parts of things are working.

Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: Are all permits and tracking on track right now, are you
almost ready to sell?
A. M ichael Takano: N ot legally.
Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: What are you
waiting on?
A.
M ichael
Takano:
Breaking
it
down? everyone has software to integrate
directly and indirectly. The labs have to integrate and so does the registry program. And
then they have to test it. And then get final
clearances. N o, we are not ready to sell today.
We will hear more from Keith regarding the
testing and integration timeline.
Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: Is the issue
still software?

Also,
Dean
Okimoto,
George
Kaho?ohanohano, and Raquel Bueno are here
for questions.

A. M ichael Takano: N o. That is just one illustration of what dispensaries are going
through. As another example, when we look
at labs, it had not been articulated that there

Q. Thayne Taylor: N ot being able to sell
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were all of these extra steps and undefined
ways to test the product. For this group, what
is our primary objective? There needs to be a
primary objective and long- term vision. When
it comes to the growing process we were under the impression that the starting point is
testing cured oil and manufactured product.
N ow, that might be different, we may have
something else to test. People want to test
every element in the growing process, and they
are hurting our goal of getting product out.

31st: 16,275. This is still going up as expected.
Currently, it takes approximately 11 business
days for processing. The queue is 1,200 deep.
That is an increase over last year.

Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: Regulatory
obstacle, or things you've learned that you
didn't expect?

Staffing? We anticipate a new body by the
end of the month. Filling with an 89 day hire.
This should shorten the turnaround time back
to around 5 days.

We are announcing the petition process for
new conditions through the N ewsletter, which
will go out at the latest by tomorrow. This
outlines the petition process. The deadline is
of special note? June 16. M ust meet requirements and criteria. We will hear this calendar
year if it is received by that date. Anything
received after will likely be heard next year.

A. M ichael Takano: We didn?t expect the
policy elements to be so dynamic. That makes
it difficult for everybody because it is not easy
to keep up with the changes and constantly
interpret inconsistencies.

Stacking? We are still seeing problems with
stacking. Lots of applications all requesting to
change to the same grow site at a single location. It is not technically illegal, and we have
no ability or manpower to inspect to ensure
that particular instances remain in the law.

Q. Wendy Gibson: What kind of training do
dispensary workers get?

Questions

Q. Stacy Kracher: An 11 day turnaround?

A. M ichael Takano: N umerous. We have active stakeholders, licensed professionals, so
they are not just trained, but certified. Regarding new employees, for example, George,
our Director of Security and Compliance, is
certified by the state to train employees on
security issues. When it comes to our product
specialist? bud tenders? we have some who
are familiar with products and some who are
medical assistants. M ost of our employees are
certified in related, known fields. The training
goes further? health, destigmatization, BioTrack, and other safeguards.

A. Scottina Ruis: That is 11 business days for
us to review, if it is not returned, then it goes
out. Otherwise, it goes back to physicians or
patients as applicable. Please review the applications before submitting them. We still get
a lot of returned mail. M ake sure your address
is correct!
Q. Stacy Kracher: So a three to four week
turnaround?
A. Scottina Ruis: Depends on the lag from
when the physician submits to when DOH
reviews. We can't control how long the
physicians take to resubmit. Depends on the
the physician, office, and process.

DOH Monthly Update
After the dispensary presentation, DOH
gave a monthly update on the progress of its
registry and dispensary departments.

Q. M ichael Takano: Internal forecast? Are
you prepared for the growth in patient
numbers?

Patient Registry Program

Scottina Ruis: Patients registered on M arch

A. Scottina Ruis: We anticipate 50- 100% in50

crease based on other states. Looking at 25%
conservatively. We are seeking two more positions, we need that request to make it
through this legislative session to adjust to the
growth.

Q. M ichael Takano: You mentioned last times
that you only pick up the phones when you
can. Is that still occurring? Can dispensaries
assist?
A. Scottina Ruis: If any one wants to know
how to get a hold of the Registry Department,
please refer
them
to
medicalmarijuana@doh.hawaii.gov. So staff can respond
as as times allow. We do have call hours.
Tuesday and Thursday, 1: 00 pm to 3: 00 pm,
but now since we are behind schedule again,
no phone calls from patients or the public.
The priority is issuing the cards. Physicians
and law enforcement have direct lines and we
do answer their calls, but we do not have the
staff to answer patient or public calls. As the
program grows, we have a relationship with
law enforcement, and now we are getting
more calls from additional agencies and as
patients grow, so do the law enforcement
requests.

Q. M ichael Takano: Can you change the time
period before a patient has to renew their
card?
A. Scottina Ruis: That is up to the legislature.
They will have to change that.

Q. M ichael Takano: What about expedited
cards for patients in dire need?
A. Scottina Ruis: We've been working on this
for several months. We have a sorting capability for the queue so we can try to sort and
prioritize applications. Based on previous
discussion with legislators and physicians, the
priority is cancer patients and minors. But
some patients have been on the roll with terminal conditions for 12 years. For those with
1 month- 2 months to live, or that need palliative care. We try to accommodate based on
physician's request, nothing in law for or against, but we understand and try to
accomodate.

Q. Rep. Della Au Belatti: Is that [request for
positions] in the legislature now?
A. Scottina Ruis: It is in the Senate Budget
worksheet, but not in the H ouse.
Q. M ichael Takano: What is your capacity
now?
A. Scottina Ruis: All of our staff have worked
a total 60 hours of overtime each for each of
the past two quarters. Over time ended on
M arch 31, 2017. We have a potential new
staff coming on board via 89- day hire by the
end of the month. We also plan to make
changes like electronic change forms, trying to
implement to the extent that we can.

Q. Stacy Kracher: What about a survey to
patients based on qualifying providers?
A. Scottina Ruis: We've considered many
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survey opportunities and research. We have
the data, but lack the staff and funding. It is
on the backburner.

pleted in early M ay.
Notice To Proceed

Four of eight licensees have notices to
proceed to acquire and cultivate product. This
requires final onsite inspections that the production center is in compliance with the law.
M aui Grown Therapies and Aloha Green received theirs on February 1, M anoa Botanicals
on February 9, and Pono Life Sciences on
February 14. All are online now. Still awaiting
word when the licensees will have their final
inspections.

Q. Thayne Taylor: The renewal process is the
same as the initial card process. Why and how
to help?
A. Scottina Ruis: I hear you. That is the way
the law is currently written. They are required
to be renewed annually and re- certified by a
physician. Some change the physician, some
change ailments. Out of my control, hopefully
next legislative session.

We know at least two licensees have begun
work on their second production center. Preliminary inspections conducted. We are happy
to do more.

Q. Jari Sugano: Signatures on electronic documents vs handwritten? why so many handwritten forms?

We have conducted three unannounced
inspections. Those licensees seen as registering
product in the BioTrackTH C system are
available for surprise inspections, we are going
in and doing unannounced inspections. They
have noticed that they are compliant with the
law.

A. Scottina Ruis: You have a minor, when the
system was written originally, and currently
the majority of registered patients are adults
without caregivers and can renew without
supplements [hand written forms]. But we
can't take caregiver signatures and guardian
signatures electronically. M inors have it
rough, they have to have all guardians sign
and agree. M inors are the smallest use population (less than 1% of total registered patients), so it is challenging to allocate funds to
it right now. We can consider, but not yet.
The majority of patients just have to upload
their drivers license, the rest [patients with
caregivers or minors] have to submit hand
signatures and addendums.
Dispensary Licensing Program

Keith Ridley: Good news! Things are
progressing on track. We did execute the
contract to help the integration between BioTrackTH C and the patient registry. We have
the contract for five weeks. At eight weeks the
integration will be completed and on track for
that. Testing is underway. M ore testing will be
performed. Anticipating that it will be com-

Retail Location Status

Z oning inspections are conducted on all
proposed retail locations. H appy to do that
when licensees identify second site.
The lab is a concern of ours. M oving for52

process. Though most of it is contained in the
admin rules. Because of timing, we may waive
the 60 day requirement. We want them to renew their licenses before they expire.
We have been providing education to the
public and various groups. I spoke at the
H awaii Society of Business Professionals last
month. N ext week we will be briefing at a
local conference. There will be a Kapolei
community meeting. We will conduct drug
recognition expert training for local police.
On Kaua?i, on June 20, we will speak to the
H awaii State Association of Counties and
their conference.

ward, we are working with three groups. The
labs required to provide data about that they
can do and what they say then can do. They
also need N ED certification. At least one lab
has performed validation testing using medical
marijuana products. We need to see that
everything their documentation says they're
able to, they are actually able to do, we want
to see that those tests will perform as claimed.
This makes N ED certification important.

Questions

Q. Sen. Rosalyn Baker: Product cannot be
sold until tested by the lab?
A. Keith Ridley: Yes.
Q. Sen. Rosalyn Baker: Is that a barrier if no
labs are on the island? So how close to having
labs on each island?

The State Labs Division investigated a lot
of stuff regarding pesticides. They determined
Oregon's list was important, and adopted it.
They also developed a checklist for labs to
submit information for all of the issues they
need to solve to submit to the committee. We
anticipate at least one certified private laboratory before summer. Lab effort can?t be
underappreciated or under- stressed. M illions have been spent by dispensaries and labs.
We are optimistic that dispensaries will have
one or more available to provide product to
their customers.

A. Keith Ridley: We are at various stages. One
is very far along. We are optimistic that before
summer? April 30, M ay 31. Additionally, they
can transport samples for testing on other islands if there is not testing lab on the island
where the dispensary is.
Q. John Paul Bingham: What is the through
put of lab? Can they handle all of the
samples?
A. Keith Ridley: We hope the others will be
close behind. We do not know the output.
Depends on staff and instrumentation. We are
asking for that information.

Our most recent N ewsletter is available on
the DOH website.
We've completed the work on hosting all of
the dispensary license applications that we
received last year. Redacting is finally finished.
It was a long and deliberate process to work
through the hundreds and hundreds of pages
per application? 66 applications in total.

Q. Thayne Taylor: Current licensees have to
pay a renewal fee, why? N othing is in place?
A. Keith Ridley: It is the law, required by the
statute. We can?t waive the statute. We still
have to comply with license requirements. So
enforcement measurements include taking li-

We are almost at that time now where licenses will need to be renewed. Licensees will
be notified this month about the renewal
53

A. Keith Ridley: There is no immediate need.
But we know we will need them. We are experiencing how long inspections take and as
we gather information we?ll be able to justify
future budget requests.
Q. Carl Bergquist: Regarding laboratories, is
there a chance that patients may be given the
chance to test products at laboratories. Discussed with labors or will they have to change
things?
A. Keith Ridley: We won't have to change
much. We've already checked with one lab via
the State Laboratory Division. We will get the
word out to the rest of them.
censes away if they don?t meet requirements.
Q. Rep. San Joy San Buenaventura: This is
better news than other reports. I understand
the huge fiscal issues. Who has the notices to
proceed?

Q. Jari Sugano: Current staffing of DOH
medical marijuana program, will we be getting
staff on neighbor islands?

A. Green Aloha, M anoa Botanicals, M aui
Grown Therapies, and Pono Life Sciences
(M aui).

A. Keith Ridley: N o plan for neighbor islands.
We have five positions. Recent vacancies so
we are looking to fill those positions. There
was an unannounced inspection as recently as
yesterday as we continue to do our job.

Q. M ichael Takano: The Oregon 59 list of
pesticides. Is that firm, is that our starting
point?

Q. Stacy Kracher: Training? will you be
posting dates of trainings that are open to the
community so we can share that information?

A. Keith Ridley: Yes.

A. Keith Ridley: We are happy to place them
on the website. The public will have to contact the conference coordinators and pay some
fees for a few of them.

Q. M ichael Takano: Is it 1 ppm or based on
Oregon list?

A. Keith Ridley: N o.

A. Wanda Chang: State Laboratories Division? that is not firm. The Oregon list was
just updated. We are still going with the admin rules that say 1ppm for pesticides. And
using Oregon just as a list of compounds, not
tolerances.

Q. Christopher Garth: Any reason?

Q. M ichael Takano: When will we have that

Q. Christopher Garth: Did your program ask
for more bodies this legislative session?
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list?
A. Wanda Chang: We are hoping it will be
out in M ay. We will be different than what is
on the Oregon list. We want to consult with
the Department of Agriculture to see what
pesticides may be used in H awai?i that might
not be used in Oregon.
Q. John Paul Bingham: I was speaking to a
lady in Oregon, she said we should remove
one compound for high levels of background
contamination. But I'm not sure which one.

delay in issuing more licenses in H B1488?
A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: This is not the place
to discuss that. It is just a proposal that is out
there.

A. Wanda Chang: It is a good list, but maybe
not complete. We will get it out as soon as
possible.

H ere is the H DA list of proposed and active
bills in the 2017 session.

Q. Jari Sugano: I have lots of questions for
labs. We?ll talk and address in Subcommittee.
Same for questions regarding transparency
and patients accessing test results in products.

Subcommittee Reports
After the 2017 Legislation Update, the
Committee heard from its Subcommittees
about their progress.

A. Sen. Rosalyn Baker: If we don?t get the lab
issue resolved, it will be the next delay. What
ever you can do to get that out. If we have all
of the other pieces but we don?t give the labs
time, then we are not letting the dispensaries
go forward. That is not acceptable. You need
to move quickly on the labs.

Education Subcommittee, Chair Stacy Kracher

We divided key stakeholders into subgroups. We are going to conduct surveys to
find the types of information and education
that will be appropriate for each group of
stakeholders.We had some training for nursing
professionals, offered in person and via
teleconferencing.

2017 Legislation Overview
-

-

A few bills are still moving into conference. H B 1488 - Omnibus bill: a bill
to change "medical marijuana" to
"medical cannabis." A bill to reduce
video retention times. A bill to add additional qualifying conditions.
Other bills simply not timely at this
time.

We are looking at stigma and establishing
benchmarks for risks for expecting mothers
and other key stakeholders. H oping to identify
additional training sites as well.
Wendy Gibson: One tool we are using is a
booklet from DPF H awaii: A guide to
H awaii?s medical marijuana laws. N ow
available in electronic form. It will be sent to
every M D, DO, and APRN in the state. Let us
know if you want us to send you a copy of it

Q. Thayne Taylor: Quick question about the
55

or have trouble accessing it. We are working
as well to educate other healthcare professionals and available to give the presentation
to whomever can put together a group to listen to it. I was also recently invited to work
with JABSOM on a CM E course.

We meet once again. Lots of issues, new
ones keep cropping up. We are going to assign
categories and each member will tackle some
of them:
-

Products Subcommittee, Chair Michael
Takano

We met and discussed challenges that we
saw earlier. We are trying to understand what
products people need and what fits with the
current legislation? what needs to change in
the future and why. The first project is a study
across all states and the products they are offering. What the legislative intent behind those
programs is will give us more knowledge as
we go along.

Patient Access
Products
Qualifying Conditions
Protection from Discrimination
DOH Registry
Caregivers
Drugged Driving
Employer Discrimination

This should result in good legislation. Going to see what bills happen this session and
what crops up after the dispensaries open.
Laboratory Subcommittee, Chair Rep. Della Au
Belatti

As we met, we are trying to understand the
vape issue. It's not as easy as saying the
method is OK, if it is a gateway that these are
being used now then that is a risk, or how can
law enforcement differentiate the product? So
how can we expand the medical side to meet
the patient needs. We will be addressing these
issues as we try to find product avenues that
aren't smokeables as a way to help out.

The Committee met twice with representatives from all three labs. There were meetings with committee members and not DOH .
Stakeholders from the non- DOH side. We
had good discussions about products, sampling, process, potency, pesticides, and challenges in certification.
We did discuss a consensus around the
Oregon list. Our recommendation is in line
with current DOH moves. Our others questions are in line with current questions.

One thing is for sure from committee discussions. If patients buy oils, what's to say
they are going straight home to execute the
instructions. Is it labeled or dosed if they make
it into products themselves? N o. But through
the dispensary we can. Certainly with DOH ,
we can get there and create better options
than those available today.

Consideration of Act 230 Interim Report

Rep. Della Au Belatti: H ere are a few
copies. In summary, it shows we have members, are having meetings, that there is a
process we are following, that we have
Working Group Subcommittees, and the topics we have come up with. It is just an interim
report.

Questions

Q. M ichael Takano: Are the reports from
subcommittees due at any specific time?

Questions

A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: N ot at this time,
probably in a couple of months over the
summer.

Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: In order to get
them into the final report, when will you have
the subcommittee recommendations?

Patients Subcommittee, Chair Carl Bergquist

A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: This summer is the
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work summer and we will make recommendations for 2018. Their reports will be included. This is just informational, telling the
legislature that we have a committee.

report. That was anticipated in the statute. It
doesn't mean we turn into pumpkins at the
end of that. Originally, there would have been
a more permanent sunshine group to followup on the industry, but because those groups
have stricter guidelines, and DOH couldn't
manage it, we set this up to oversee things
publicly. It is not as rigid. So there is value in
continuing, transitioning to advising, and
working with DOH in the future.

Q. Rep. Joy San Buenaventura: Is there a
deadline for subcommittees to report back?
A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: We have to get
through conference of this legislative session
first.
Q. Will there be a meeting in M ay? Sine Die
(end of legislature session) is on M ay 4. We
won't know if it was signed until June, there is
value in pushing the meeting until June.

Q. M ichael Rollins, PharmLabs H awaii, Chief
Administrative Officer: I disagree that labs
will be available by summertime. We are the
lab they have said today was the furthest
along in the process. We have been working
with DOH for over a year on our application.
We are now taking steps backward, not
completing the issues at had. We are taking
steps backwards, they have not been completed in detail to launch the dispensaries.

A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: TBD closer to June.
We can continue to hold subcommittee meetings. We will circulate closer to June.
Q.Susan Chandler: Colin M oore will be the
facilitator. I am going on sabbatical.
Q. Jari Sugano: I'm not sure if its appropriate
for the interim report. Should the Department
of Agriculture be added to the Working
Group? The dispensaries not sure what rules
to follow. Can we just invite them?

Sample distribution on and between island
is not finalized. DOH and the N arcotics Enforcement Division (N ED) do not talk to each
other and to the lab in the same room. There
has been no effort yet to have BioTrackTH C work with the labs. We are still no
closer to solving the batch size issue.

A. Rep. Della Au Belatti: The Working Group
members are statute, but we can invite them
to everything.
Public Input

The floor
comments.

was then opened for

I disagree that N ED allows the labs to hold
flower material. It is currently illegal for the
labs to have such, even with an N ED certificate, we can only purchase a standard from
other companies to help calibrate our testing
equipment. But we can't prove that standard
with local flower because of N ED, which
bows to DOH and DOH bows to N ED.

public

Q. Pam Lichty, Drug Policy Forum: The draft
Interim Report says you are completing work
on June 30, 2018, but supposed to present the
report to the legislature prior to January 2018.
Source of the inconsistency?
A. Rep. Della Au Belatti, Sen. Rosalyn Baker:
We can present one report and then another
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dations that meet their criteria. Dissenting
opinions should have their voices heard as
well. Statistics bear out that demand is going
to be high. If you postpone issuing new licenses, they won?t be open until 2020 or later.

Next Steps and Announcements
To get on the email list, go to Act230wg@gmail.com. All updates are also posted
to the Act 230 website.

The meeting will likely occur in June.
M anoa Botanicals will be presenting at the
next meeting, then H awaiian Ethos, and Cure
Oahu over the coming months. Adjournment.

Now It Is Your Turn!

Q. Jill Lamoureux, CEO, Pure O& M : I represent a client that would like to apply in
October 2017. We want to encourage the
Working Group, rather than make no recommendations, you should make the recommendation not to postpone the consideration
of new licenses from Fall 2017 for another
year (via H B 1488). Patient growth will increase, capitol demand for the dispensaries is
high, and there will be supply issue. This will
help with DOH 's financial issues.

The Alliance has a role on the Committee
and access to each of the subcommittees:
Products, Education, Patients, and Laboratories. We need your thoughts, comments for
any and all committee priorities that you
would like to see action or deliberation on.
What did we miss? What do you think we
should emphasize? The Legislative Oversight
Committee will generate the successful legislative progress the industry needs in the
coming years, and this is your opportunity to
guide our hand.

Regarding labs, I encourage DOH to take
creative rule making authority, they expected
to sell by July of last year and that has not yet
happened. 18 months from bill passage to
open dispensaries in most states is expected.
So the delays with BioTrack are normal,
however, these lab delays will stop product
from getting to market. Some states have tried
staggered implementation. One lab can?t
handle eight licensees anyway, especially more
labs are scheduled to open later. Other states
have allowed the release of untested product
where it is simply disclosed to patients.

We want to know what you think! Email
us at info@hawaiidispensaryalliance.org if you
have any suggestions or comments, find us on
Facebook, Contact Us through our website, or
give us a call anytime. You are invited to be as
broad or specific with your submissions as
possible.
M ahalo nui for your continued support as
we build a better future for H awai?i?s legitimate medical cannabis industry! The Alliance
is here to keep you updated on all the important events you need to know about.

Please support the adding of conditions via
legislation. DOH standards for adding conditions are going to be too strict, because
there are no scientific studies or recommen-
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HOW TO REGISTER AS A
PATIENT IN HAWAI?I
A Step-by-Step Guide
information provided to DOH and listed on the
329 card changes, the registered patient must
report the change to DOH within ten working
days of the change. Strict compliance with all
applicable state laws are required for legal
protection as a 329 card holder.

Step 1: Establish a PatientPhysician/APRN Relationship
The first step for a patient seeking to obtain a
329 Registration Card is for the patient to establish a patient- physician/ APRN relationship
with a certifying physician/ APRN . The certifying physician/ APRN will determine if the
patient is eligible to use medical marijuana to
treat their debilitating medical condition. The
list of debilitating medical conditions is located
on the M edical M arijuana Registry Program

Certification Requirements
For patients seeking to obtain medical cannabis
to treat their debilitating health conditions with
full legal protection from arrest and prosecution, individuals must qualify and register with
the H awaii State Department of H ealth's
M edical M arijuana Registry Program before
using medical cannabis. Once a qualified patient establishes a bona- fide physician/ APRN patient relationship with a certifying physician/ APRN and the physician/ APRN certifies
that the patient has a medical condition that
can benefit from medical marijuana, the
physician/ APRN can submit the patient?s registration forms to DOH . Once the patient receives their 329 Registration Card from DOH ,
they can safely use medical marijuana.

329 Card Facts
The 329 Registration Card allows the qualifying patient to maintain one grow site with no
more than seven marijuana plants. It also allows the patient to possess no more than four
ounces of useable marijuana. The patient must
be in possession of the 329 card when in possession of usable marijuana or marijuana
plants. The card is valid for one year. If the

website. Once a patient- physician/ APRN relationship has been established and the certifying physician/ ARPN certifies that the patient
can benefit from medical cannabis, then the
actual registration process can begin.
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Step 2: Fill-out an Application
The applying patient must have a valid ID
(driver?s license, state ID, or passport). First,
the patient must go to DOH 's website and
create a free, secure online account. N ext, the
patient/ APRN must visit the patient registration welcome page, log in with their new information, and then fill out the online application and upload any required documents.
The patient must pay the $38.50 application
fee online via credit card, debit card, or direct
withdrawal from a savings or checking account. Applications completed with a credit
card or debit card payment will have a shorter
turnaround time. All registration fees are
non- refundable.

current turnaround time is ~ 10- 15 business
days.

For More Information
The M edical M arijuana Registry Program
website has several online tools to assist patients with the application and registration
process. There is an instructional video, a PDF
guide with detailed instructions, and a webpage
with other helpful tips.
The Best way to contact DOH is via email: use
medicalmarijuana@doh.hawaii.gov, but expect
a delayed response.
The M edical M arijuana Registry Program information hotline is (808) 733- 2177 and gives
general information about the program.
For outer- island specific assistance, call:
Big Island, (808) 974- 4000, ext. 32177.
M aui, (808) 984- 2400 ext. 32177.

Step 3: DOH Verification

Kaua?i, (808) 274- 3141 ext. 32177.

Following the submittal of the initial application, the certifying physician/ APRN must review the application, certify the patient?s condition, and submit the application to DOH . (If
a patient is unable to "create" an application
electronically themselves in Step 2, their physician/ APRN can "create" and submit the application on their behalf). Once DOH has verified
the application, a 329 Registration Card is
mailed directly to the patient. The program's

1110 Nu?uanu Ave. #6
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
808-351-8733

Additional Information and Support:
H awai?i Dispensary Alliance
M edical Cannabis Coalition of H awai?i
H awai?i Veterans Cannabis Alliance
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Physician/APRN' s guide to
certifying medical cannabis
patients in Haw ai?i
Is it Legal?

accept the physician/ ARPN ?s electronic signature. Physician/ APRN s must download the
form, complete, sign, and date the form, and
return it to DOH via mail: 4348 Waialae Avenue, #648, H onolulu, H awaii 96816. A short
video by DOH gives an overview of the
process, Physician: Create a M EDM J account.

Under H awai?i law (Section 329- 126, H RS),
certifying physician/ APRN s are protected from
arrest or prosecution, and from being denied
any right or privilege, for providing a written
certification for the medical use of marijuana
by a qualifying patient. Physicians and APRN 's
do not prescribe medical marijuana, they certify that a patient is afflicted by one of the
qualifying ailments (and a few other things as
mentioned in Step 4).

Licensing Requirements
Image courtesy of stockimages at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

To certify a patient for the M edical M arijuana
Program, the certifying physician/ APRN must
be a H awai?i- licensed medical doctor or doctor
of osteopathy, who holds a current and valid
license to prescribe drugs. The physician/ ARPN
must also be registered with the Department of
Public Safety to prescribe controlled substances.
Participating physician/ APRN s do not need to
register independently with the Department of
H ealth, but they will need to create an online
account with DOH in order to fill- out their
patient's paperwork.

Step 2: Logging in to DOH
N ext, physicians must link their M yPVL license
before creating their first online application for
a patient. Click the Physician/ APRN M yPVL
Instructions (PDF) to read the instructions, and
then go to M yPVL to link the account. Physician/ APRN s must use their H awai?i M edical
License N umber without the M D or DOS and
they must use their H awai?i Controlled Substance Registration N umber. N ext, physician/ ARPN s must go to the DOH M edical
M arijuana Registry website and click ?Doctor?s
First Time Log In? and enter all of their information. Only then can a physician/ APRN
submit a patient?s application for a 329 card.

Step 1: Electronic Signature
Agreement
There are several steps certifying physician/ APRN s must take before submitting electronic patient applications and certifying patients to legally use medical marijuana. First,
physician/ APRN 's must complete an Electronic
Signature Agreement. The form simply affirms
that the physician/ ARPN ?s electronic signature
used to register qualifying patients carries the
full force and effect of the physician/ ARPN ?s
handwritten signature. It also allows DOH to
1110 Nu?uanu Ave. #6
hawaiidispensaryalliance.org
808-351-8733

Step 3: Reviewing Patient
Applications
The new electronic registration process for
patient- initiated applications allows the
physician/ ARPN to review the patients application and return it to the patient if there is a
need for corrections; to certify their patient?s
condition, to upload documents on behalf of
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the patient; , to create a patient record for patients unable to enter their own data; and to
submit the electronic application to DOH .
DOH offers Patient Initiated Application instructions online and a brief video overview of
the process. If a patient is unable to initiate the
application themselves, there is still a Physician
Initiated Application and video overview.

medical use of marijuana would likely outweigh the health risks for the patient. Physician/ APRN s do not prescribe or control dosing
of medical marijuana under the state?s medical
marijuana laws. Once a physician/ APRN has
met all the necessary administrative and
physician/ APRN - patient requirements, they
can submit the 329 application on behalf of the
patient to obtain the patient?s 329 registration
card for the legal use of medical cannabis.

Step 4: Assessing the Patient
Before a physician/ APRN can certify a patient
to use medical marijuana, the physician/ APRN
is required by H awai?i law to maintain a bona
fide physician/ APRN - patient relationship with
the qualifying patient? an ongoing responsibility for the assessment, care, and treatment of
a qualifying patient?s debilitating medical condition with respect to medical marijuana. The
physician/ APRN must complete a full assessment of the patient?s medical history and cur-

Step 5: In Case of Trouble
If a physician/ APRN meets the licensing requirements to certify patients to use medical
marijuana, but is having trouble linking their
medical license to their M yPVL account or
logging in to the medical marijuana registry
website, customer support is available at (808)
695- 4620 from O?ahu and (866) 448- 0725
from neighbor islands.

For More Information
In order to squash stigmas, create a positive
perception of medical marijuana in the community and develop a legitimate medical marijuana industry, it is imperative for certifying
physician/ APRN s to act consistently within
accepted professional and ethical practices. The
Federation of State M edical Boards recognizes
the more tolerant attitudes towards medical
marijuana and has developed model guidelines
for the recommendation of marijuana. The
guidelines
recommend
a
collaborative
physician/ APRN - patient relationship, a documented, in- person medical evaluation and
collection of relevant clinical patient history,
informed and shared decision making, a written plan or treatment agreement, and ongoing
monitoring and adoption of the treatment plan.

rent medical condition, including an in- person
physical exam and explanation of the potential
risks and benefits for the patient. The physician/ APRN must also provide follow- up care
and maintain records of the qualifying patient?s
treatment and condition.
A list of eligible debilitating medical conditions
is posted on the state?s medical marijuana
program website. A certifying physician/ APRN
must certify that in their professional opinion,
the qualifying patient has a debilitating medical
condition and that the potential benefits of the

Additional Information and Support:
H awai?i Dispensary Alliance
M edical Cannabis Coalition of H awai?i
H awai?i M edical Association
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Summer 2017 Industry Update

2017
Calendar

The long quiet wait for the
dispensaries to open continues
this summer.

Clinic presents "The M ore You
Know Pakalolo" information
session for the general public.

The Alliance is here to keep
you updated on all of the important events you need to
know about. Watch your
email for specific announcements about each date.

August 18, 2017: Big Island
All Things Cannabis First
Annual
H emp
Festival.
Sponsored by Laulima Pahoa.

July 10, 2017: "Big Pharma"
Documentary Presentation by
the Democratic Party of
H awai ?i.
July 19, 2017: July meeting of
the Act 230 Working Group.
July 19, 2017: M alie Cannabis

August 24, 25: Free H awai?i
cannabis jobs information
session presented by Trim
Ready.
August 26, 27: H awai?i
cannabis certification course
presented by Trim Ready.
October, 2017: H awai?i specific CM E courses for doctors,
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sponsored by the Alliance.
December 1, 2017: International
Cannabis
Business
Conference at the Grand H yatt Kaua?i.
February, 2018: 3rd Annual
H awaii Cannabis Expo.
If you are planning an
industry- related event, make
sure you let us know in advance so that we can advertise
the event to the industry.
Send your events to:
info@hawaiidispensaryalliance.org

